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1 Executive Summary 
1.1 Aims and methods 

The focus of education policy in England and Wales has shifted, from London and major cities to other 

parts of the country, where poorer students do less well in school.  Teach First has prioritised working 

with schools in ‘areas of greatest need to close gaps for the least advantaged young people’. 

To support this objective, the Research, Evaluation and Impact Department are studying ‘Areas of 

Greatest Need’.  One aspect of this is a series of case studies conducted by the Knowledge 

Development team in five areas in England and Wales.  We wish to define ‘Areas of Greatest Need’, 

identify the ‘gaps’ in those areas and learn more about how these gaps can be closed.  We hope to 

provide useful information to Teach First, policy-makers and practitioners. 

We shortlisted fifteen areas, based on data about educational and life outcomes.  We chose five, based 

on existing research conducted there, access to schools and the feasibility of conducting research.  Our 

first case study site was Blackpool, representing a coastal area. 

In Blackpool, we visited two secondary schools, three primary schools, a youth club and a careers 

centre; in each, we spoke with young people, professionals and leaders.  Our choices were partially 

dictated by those schools willing to speak with us, but all the schools we visited were ‘Teach First 

eligible’.1 

Interview transcripts were categorised and organised using the Nvivo programme.  We adopted 

Bronfenbrenner’s conceptual framework, to divide influences on young people into different 

‘systems’: from ‘microsystems’ – direct influences – to ‘macrosystems’ – local and national culture. 

This paper describes what we learned about Blackpool.  Much of our analysis is tentative: after the 

remaining case studies we will conduct a final analysis to be published in summer 2016. 

1.2 Findings 

1.2.1 Quantitative data 

National statistics suggest that Blackpool is a challenging place to grow up.  It has the highest 

proportion of areas in the most deprived 1% in England of any local authority.  The attainment gap, 

between students receiving Free School Meals and those who do not, is below the national average, 

but this reflects below average attainment among both groups.  Blackpool’s unemployment rate is 

almost double the national average, as is the number of Looked After Children; the town suffers very 

high rates of alcohol and drug use.2 

1.2.2 How do young people view their own lives? 

The young people we spoke with aspired to a range of careers.  Those who discussed ‘happiness’ 

emphasised a good family life and personal security, rather than individual ambition.  The role models 

they spoke of were mostly successful relatives and personal contacts; they underscored the 

importance of resilience, a work ethic, and career success. 

1.2.3 What influences young people’s lives directly? 

 Home life can be challenging: teachers suggested many young people do not receive the 

support they need and some are exposed to harm. 

 Schools conduct considerable pastoral work, but can still struggle to meet the needs young 

people present; some exclude a large number of students.  Teachers see themselves playing 

                                                           
1 Teach First eligibility is decided through deprivation in schools and local authorities; see Section 2.3 for details. 
2 For references, see below, Section 3. 



 

a key role in boosting aspirations and offering an enriching education; fewer teachers saw 

themselves as having such a strong role in ensuring student achievement. 

 Extensive local services are available, but they do not always seem to have the desired impact, 

and can tail off too early. 

 Younger children are often very positive about Blackpool’s excitements.  Teenagers find the 

town less exciting.  A surprising number of the young people and adults we spoke with 

described exposure to violence, alcohol and drug use; mental health problems and sexual 

exploitation were also described as significant issues. 

 Peers were cited as a major influence, often encouraging risky behaviour.  Nonetheless, most 

young people held themselves responsible for their own success. 

1.2.4 How do direct influences on young people interact with one another? 

 Home-school interaction appears to be a particular challenge.  Teachers suggested that young 

people often lack the support and preparation they need.  Schools worked hard to supplement 

parents’ actions, but a gulf seems to remain between homes and schools. 

 Employment in the tourist industry can distract young people from education. 

 Those working for external agencies perceived themselves having a similar role to schools, 

providing young people with alternatives and supporting parents; they too described 

struggling to work effectively with families. 

 Schools and external agencies try to collaborate, but they sometimes find that partners 

struggle to provide the support needed, and young people can fall through the cracks at key 

transition points. 

1.2.5 What else affects direct influences on young people? 

 Schools are deeply affected by the educational context: lacking local beacons of excellence, it 

was suggested that some teachers have grown accustomed to low expectations of young 

people.  The town has attracted many dedicated teachers and professionals, but they would 

benefit from additional support and training. 

 Blackpool’s employment context affected young people’s experiences and hopes for 

education: many feel that Blackpool offers limited prospects and some questioned the value 

of their own efforts. 

 Family transience can undermine young people’s education, as can families’ work in tourism. 

1.2.5 How does society affect young people? 

 Many of the influences on young people seemed to convey low expectations of them. 

 Opportunities were deemed widespread, yet often they proved unsuitable or unpromising. 

 Extensive cuts to local services were considered to have significantly affected the support 

young people receive. 

1.2.7 What would people like to change? 

 A reduced exposure to harm 

 A better physical environment 

 Improved work prospects 

 Coordinated pastoral care 

1.3 Conclusions 

We suspect that Blackpool faces unusually acute challenges in the lack of opportunity and the 

prevalence of harmful behaviour.  The town has great opportunities too: it is well-liked by young 



 

people and attracts highly motivated teachers and youth workers.  We will return to Blackpool’s 

uniqueness when we have completed the case studies of other areas. 

1.4 Questions for Teach First. 

Placement 

1. This year, Teach First placed participants (Teach First teachers) in Blackpool for the first time.  

To what extent should Teach First prioritise placing teachers in Blackpool? 

2. One Teach First Ambassador described Blackpool as “like London in 2003”, somewhere Teach 

First Ambassadors can have enormous impact.  How can Teach First encourage Ambassadors 

to work in Blackpool?3 

Training 

3. Teachers in Blackpool play a particularly strong pastoral role, involving high-risk child 

protection and working with a range of different agencies.  Is particular preparation required 

to prepare Teach First teachers for such extensive pastoral needs? 

4. Teachers in Blackpool must serve the needs of a large number of pupils who arrive or leave 

during the school year.  How can Teach First prepare participants to meet the needs of 

transient pupils? 

5. Where Teach First participants are in local area training groups, this may entail a journey of 

over an hour to Manchester after school to attend evening training events.  How can Teach 

First provide more high-quality, locally-based training? 

6. In some cases, it appeared that the importance of pastoral care, combined with isolation from 

national best practice, could risk low expectations.  Teach First must ensure participants hold 

their pupils to the highest standards; it is also well-placed to organise exchanges and learning 

from schools which have achieved amazing results among similarly deprived young people.   

o How can Teach First prepare participants both to promote pastoral care and to hold 

students to the highest standards? 

o Should Teach First ensure that all Blackpool participants spend part of their Second 

School Experience in exceptional schools in deprived areas outside Blackpool? 

Broader considerations 

7. Teach First provides some specific development to Ambassadors aspiring to school leadership.  

Should Teach First particularly encourage the development of ‘pastoral leaders’? 

8. There is a dearth of information available to young people about the opportunities available 

to them when they leave school.  What lessons does Teach First’s Employability Pilot offer 

for participants in Blackpool?  

9. The specific needs identified above suggest that Teach First may be better positioned to place 

participants in a specific area when their numbers are sufficient to provide specific training in 

that area.  It also suggests that specific preparation for working in a local area may be needed.  

Is a minimum number of participants required in a particular area before Teach First places 

there? 

1.5 Questions for other agencies 

10. Transience of pupils provides a particular challenge to schools in Blackpool in serving young 

people.  Could Blackpool Challenge create a strategy for addressing and supporting transient 

pupils? 

                                                           
3 Ambassadors have completed the two-year Teach First Leadership Development Programme. 



 

11. Young people described Blackpool as fun, older children found it boring.  What more can 

Blackpool Council and youth organisations do to provide teenagers with enjoyable, safe 

activities? 

12. Blackpool exercises a particular appeal to people who want to make a difference to young 

people’s lives.  Could schools and youth services: 

o Investigate what it is that attracts such people? 

o Work to spread this appeal to more early-career teachers and youth workers? 

o Identify ways to retain such people, while continuing to develop their skills and 

maintaining their connection to their profession more broadly? 

13. Those young people who were succeeding appeared to have strong support and role models 

through their immediate or extended family, or through contacts with other professionals.  

Could schools and services investigate how to employ behavioural insights to create support 

networks among young people? 

14. Schools describe working parents as their greatest challenge.  Extensive additional support is 

available to young people yet many still do not achieve as well as we would hope. 

o How could schools and youth services further coordinate their efforts around 

reaching families most in need of support? 

o Which measures are most effective? 

o How can effort and money be focused around these measures? 

15. While much has been spent in Blackpool on the sea front, some areas elsewhere in the town 

are run-down and dirty; this can encourage anti-social behaviour and disdain for the town.  

What more can be done to maintain and improve the fabric and attractiveness of the town? 

16. From a very young age, children in Blackpool are exposed to behaviour which most people 

would consider inappropriate, particularly in terms of alcohol, drugs and child sexual contact.  

How can the council, police and NHS use behavioural insights to shift the bar on what is 

deemed acceptable in public and in front of children? 

  



 

2 Purpose and method of the study 
2.1 Purpose 

Over the last five years, the focus of education policy in England and Wales has shifted.  In London and 

major cities, young people’s educational attainment has increased significantly, such that London 

consistently outperforms the rest of the country by a range of measures.4  Attention has turned to 

other parts of the country which have not seen similar effects.  A key turning point was Ofsted’s 

‘Unseen Children’ report, which highlighted improvements in London schools and weaker outcomes 

for poorer young people in coastal areas, small towns and most schools where pupils receiving Free 

School Meals are in a minority. 

In light of this, Teach First has prioritised partnering with schools in ‘areas of greatest need, to close 

gaps for the least advantaged young people’.  Writing of Teach First, Ofsted’s ‘Unseen Children’ report 

noted: “A key question is where the future focus of this successful scheme should be, including which 

schools and which areas of England”.5  The Research, Evaluation and Impact Department are seeking 

to build understanding of ‘Areas of Greatest Need’ and Teach First’s role within them.  A series of case 

studies is designed to: 

 Define ‘Areas of Greatest Need’, identifying where children most need additional resources 

and support to succeed. 

 Outline the ‘gap’ in Areas of Greatest Need, explaining why outcomes for young people vary 

in different areas. 

 Suggest ways the ‘gap’ can be closed, highlighting existing successes in Areas of Greatest 

Need. 

We hope to provide an accurate picture of the complexity of these areas, and to offer information 

which is useful to Teach First, policy-makers, and those serving young people in each area. 

2.2 Area Selection 

Detailed case studies were chosen as a way to understand specific areas across England and Wales, 

their commonalities and what makes them unique.  We examined publicly available data and the 

Indices of Multiple Deprivation, particularly for: 

 Education: low educational attainment and opportunities; limited access to higher education; 

large attainment gaps between students receiving Free School Meals and those not doing so.  

 Economy: the Index of Multiple Deprivation, high unemployment, high proportions of young 

people Not in Education, Employment or Training (NEET). 

 Health and well-being: Life expectancy, child protection, alcohol and drug abuse. 

Using this data, we identified areas where outcomes for young people appeared to be relatively poor.  

We shortlisted fifteen areas (three in each of five categories: coastal, urban, Wales, ‘comparative’ and 

‘hinterland’).6  We took advice from colleagues and contacts about the opportunities and barriers in 

each shortlisted area to choose places in which our study was likely to succeed and would make a 

worthwhile contribution.  Our first choice, Blackpool, was selected as a representative coastal area. 

                                                           
4 See particularly Blanden et al. (2015) ‘Understanding the improved performance of disadvantaged pupils in 
London’, Social Policy in a Cold Climate: Working Paper 21 
5 Ofsted (2013) Unseen Children: Access and achievement 20 years on, p. 81. 
6 ‘Comparative’ areas are those where educational outcomes are good despite deprivation according to other 
indicators; ‘hinterland’ areas are those on the periphery or in between major cities.  This work was the subject 
of a short internal paper; contact the author for more details. 



 

2.3 The study 

Our aim was to understand the experiences which lie beneath national statistics and provide insights 

which would not be possible from quantitative data alone. 

Through interviews and focus groups, we spoke with young people who are Teach First’s intended 

primary beneficiaries, and professionals working with them, at: 

 Two secondary schools 

 Three primary schools 

 A youth club 

 A careers advice centre 

In total we met 57 young people aged 9-24: pupils from primary schools in Year 5 and Year 6 and 

students from secondary schools in Year 7, Year 8, Year 10 and Year 11; and teenagers at a youth club.  

We met forty professionals working for schools, the NHS, local colleges and third sector organisations.  

While most interviewees indicated that they were happy to be named, we have chosen to protect 

them and their organisations by anonymising them throughout. 

Interviews were arranged through headteachers and their contacts within Blackpool, so our choices 

were opportunistic.  Confined by the practical need to find schools willing to host us, we acknowledge 

that this may bias the sample of those we interviewed.  The chance to speak to school-age young 

people outside schools and those outside the education system goes some way to mitigate this bias.  

While they may not be perfectly representative, all five schools were ‘eligible’ to partner with Teach 

First,7 the youth club served young people living in ward among the hundred most-deprived England 

and all the young people at the careers centre were ‘Not in Education, Employment and Training’.  

We designed a survey which we hoped would allow us to contextualise the findings of our focus 

groups, but implementing it proved an excessive demand on schools, so it was not used. 

We also consulted existing quantitative data, key findings from which are shown below (Section 3). 

2.4 Analysis 

Analysis was conducted using the Nvivo programme, which allowed us to categorise and organise 

transcripts of our interviews.  In organising information, we adopted Bronfenbrenner’s conceptual 

framework, dividing our discussion between different ‘systems’:8 

 What influences young people’s lives directly?  (Microsystems) 

o Face-to-face interactions affecting young people 

o A young person’s experience of the home, school and the neighbourhood 

 How do influences on young people interact with one another?  (Mesosystems) 

o Interactions between two microsystems 

o The Interaction between the parents and the school, or the school and social services 

 How do external factors affect the influences on young people?  (Exosystems) 

o Interactions between a microsystem and a system which does not include the young 

person 

o Parents’ employment and home life; educational context of Blackpool and school 

 How does the national and cultural context affect young people?  (Macrosystems) 

                                                           
7 Teach First eligibility combines indicators for the deprivation of pupils in a particular school with deprivation in 
the local authority as a whole. 
8 Bronfenbrenner, U. (1994) ‘Ecological models of human development’ in International Encyclopedia of 
Education, Vol. 3, 2nd Ed (Oxford). 



 

o Overall systems of microsystems, mesosystems and exosystems 

o National trends and opportunities 

This allowed us to untangle the influences on young people – for example, the range of forces at work 

when schools work with parents to support young people. 

 

This paper describes what we learned about the town, and rests heavily on the words of young people 

and professionals.  The points we emphasise are those are those prioritised by our interviewees, but 

we do not provide a quantitative analysis of the number of references made.  This is because our 

interviewees are not directly comparable – for example, in one school, focus groups included ten 

students each from Years 10 and 11, in another they were of five students each from Years 8 and 10.  

We have avoided presenting the illusion of objectivity through using statistical analysis, instead we 

have sought to portray underlying themes emphasised repeatedly by interviewees. 

Our analysis of which issues are unique to specific areas and which are general to deprived areas is 

tentative at this stage and subject to amendment as we learn more.  We will be writing four more case 

studies of local areas, followed by a final analysis in summer 2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

3 Blackpool in quantitative data 
This project is primarily a qualitative investigation into Blackpool.  We offer this data to illustrate how 

Blackpool compares to other parts of England and as a reference against which the words of the young 

people and teachers with whom we spoke can be checked.  (All references can be found with the 

additional data in Appendix 1). 
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Economy  

 

Young peoples’ prospects 

6.5% of 16-18 year olds in Blackpool are 

not in employment, education or training 

[NEET]. This is approximately double the 

London rate but lower than the North 

East.i 

 

Unemployment  

7.8% of Blackpool residents of working age 

are unemployed (National Average 5.7%).ii 

 

 Deprivation 

Blackpool has the highest proportion of 

its neighbourhoods in the most deprived 

1% nationally (19 of 94).iii 

 

 

 

23% of Blackpool residents claim out 

of work benefits, compared to the 

national average of 12.5%iv 

 

 

30.6% of children in Blackpool live in 

poverty. 

The national average is 28%.v 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Percentage of 16-18 year olds classified as NEET 
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Health and Family 

Child Protection 

At twice the rate of the national average, 

Blackpool has the highest number of 

Looked after Children in England. This is 

the highest level category of child 

protection assigned by social services. vi 

 

 

Life Expectancy 

 

Male life expectancy in Blackpool is the 

poorest in England.   Female life 

expectancy is third poorest after 

Manchester and Liverpool. vii 

 

 

 

 

Alcohol 

The average local authority in England 

contains 100 off-licences. 

Blackpool has 180, half of which are in 

the poorest two 

wards.viii 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Average in Years  

Blackpool        England  

74.7  79.5  

 

 

79.9  83.2 

Smoking and Pregnancy  

 

27.7% of women smoke during 

pregnancy, the highest across the NHS 

Clinical Commissioning Groups in 

England.ix 
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Education 

 

Quality 

In 2014: 

81% of Primary pupils in Blackpool 

attended a school graded ‘good’ or 

‘outstanding’. 

(79th of 150 local authorities).x 

 

Free School Meals  

 

The Attainment Gapxi 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

38% of secondary students attended a 

school graded ‘good’ or ‘outstanding’. 

 

(145th in 150 local authorities). 

 

 

An above 

average 

number of 

young 

people are 

eligible 

for free 

school 

meals in 

Blackpool. 
xii 

 

 

 

  

England Wales North West Blackpool Inner London
Tower

Hamlets

Secondary 13.9 16.2 16 24.3 25.1 44.9

Primary 15.6 17 17.7 25.6 29.6 35.5
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The Attainment Gap: the difference in attainment between young people who receive 
Free School Meals and those who do not is below average. 
 

Attainment is below average among both groups however.  

England Wales North West
Inner

London
Blackpool

Tower
Hamlets

Overall 65.8 57.6 65.4 68.9 53.2 69.2

FSM 41.8 27.8 40 60.4 34.6 65.6

Non-FSM 69.8 61.6 70.4 73.1 57.9 73.4

Attainment Gap % 28 33.8 30.4 12.7 23.3 7.8
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4 Findings 

4.1 How do young people view their own lives? 

4.1.1. What do young people hope for? 
Young people expressed a wide and ambitious range of hopes.  They want to be accountants and 

builders, to work in childcare or as doctors, engineers and game designers.  Thirty-seven careers were 

mentioned, including trades such as being a painter, builder and mechanic; caring for elderly people 

or children; skilled professions like being a vet, doctor or engineer; roles in the arts as a classical 

musician, an artist and a dancer; one primary pupil told us he wants to be a secret agent. 

Besides their variety and ambition we noticed a number of patterns: 

 The majority of occupations mentioned required a university degree, with 21 references to 

occupations such as medicine, law, teaching, engineering, science, veterinary science and 

even one to being prime minister.  The most popular of these were medicine and veterinary 

science. 

 Fifteen hoped to work in community services including as carers, working on youth projects 

and the police force and the military. 

 Seven students did not know what they wanted to be in the future. 

 Of six young people Not in Education, Employment or Training, four hoped for relatively low-

skilled jobs; construction, painting and decorating, and animal care.  One wanted to be a game 

designer, and one did not know because they had no experience. 

Overall, aspirations seemed evenly spread across primary 

and secondary phases, with no noticeable drop in 

aspiration in secondary schools.  The exception was Year 

10 students, who mentioned fewer hopes that required a 

university degree, and seemed less decisive about their 

future direction. 

 

4.1.2 How do young people define happiness? 
Although young people’s answers touched upon material wealth and career success, they focused 

more on a stable and happy family life.  One Year 10 girl described wanting a family and seeing her 

children “be happy with what they’re doing” while a Year 10 boy mentioned: “I’d want to have a solid 

job, somewhere to live and no problems, like things going wrong all the time”.  This was echoed by 

another male participant who wanted to be “successful but not let success take over family”. 

4.1.3 Who do young people look to for support? 
Young people named a range of people the expected support from, including teachers, professionals 

they knew, and family members.  A Year 7 told us that teachers “can push us to get grades…  Teachers 

are always beside you when you need them and they help you to success.”  Friends were perceived in 

a mixed light, as both positive and negative influences: “Your friends don’t really care about you, they 

care about themselves first (Year 11 student)”.  Alongside the encouragement the family offered, 

specific family members with particular skills were mentioned: 

“I have got mates and family members that are helping me at the moment, because a couple 

of my uncles have been engineers and they have got people in Blackburn College that are 

doing engineering now and they were going to go into teaching (Year 11 student)”. 

Young people expressed a 

wide and ambitious range 

of hopes.   
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This idea of support from an adult with specific expertise seemed important; we heard about help 

received from individuals such as “My dance teacher at the dance school I attend (Year 11 student)” 

and “One of my mum’s friends is a midwife and she likes to tell me all the stuff of how you do it (Year 

5 pupil)”.  Careers advisers, youth group leaders and family friends were deemed important sources 

of knowledge.  A small minority of young people in Year 11 and out of school however, felt that there 

was “No one really to support us (Year 11 student).” 

4.1.4 Who do young people look up to? 
Asked about their role models, 37 young people named individuals, ranging from Mary Berry and 

Martin Luther King, game designers and a local youth worker.  Relatives and members of the 

community were named most frequently however, making up 25 of the total.   Young people appeared 

to value particularly their resilience, work ethic, and the career paths they had followed.  

4.1.4.1 Resilience 

Young people admired family members, especially parents, for the resilience they had shown in the 

face of hardship. Ten of the 37 role models named were parents or grandparents who had faced 

difficult childhoods, unemployment and family breakdown: 

“He went through a pretty bad childhood, and he is like ‘Well this is what happened to me’ 

and… it has kind of made me think, ‘Well I don’t want this to happen. It is not going to happen, 

I am going to do this to get to where I want and try and avoid everything that happened like 

that (Year 11 Student)’”. 

Alongside determination, resilience and recovery were considered important attributes:  

“My mum went through a really hard time when she was young because she got moved 

around a lot… and my mum got bullied for being different…  they have told me all these stories 

about their childhood which are really heart-breaking and it has just forced me to say ‘Right, 

I need to make sure I do my best so my mum doesn’t have more problems (Year 11 Student)’”. 

One Year 10 student expressed admiration for their mother’s recovery from unemployment: “She got 

made redundant in a council job as well, she was an outreach worker... but it was hard through the 

time that she didn't have a job… But she was the whole time just looking (Year 10 Student).”  Two 

students described toughness in the face of family breakdown as a reason for choosing their role 

model: 

“I look up to my dad as well because he was with my mum and then he had me and my brother, 

and then they split up and then he found another girlfriend and had a son, and then I think 

they're about to split up as well (Year 8 Student)”. 

Resilience seemed a key quality which young people admired. 

4.1.4.2 Career path 

Many young people admired the career paths of their relatives and community members.  One 

student looked up to her “Grandads, because they’ve got good jobs. One of my grandads is a 

policeman and one has got their own ice cream factory.”  Other role models included a dance teacher 

who “Has done the career that I want to do and I have always wanted to do. So looking up to her is 

like… they are the footsteps I want to follow and go in (Year 11 student).”  Following the footsteps of 

others provided a powerful incentive to achieve successes embodied by other family members: 

  “[My uncle] has just finished college and he is trying to make me follow in his footsteps getting 

A levels and stuff like he did (Year 11).”  
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“[My brother] is in college now and he has always been a very good example for me to follow 

as he is like a genius.  I just usually try and follow him and be as good as he is (Year 11).” 

4.1.4.3 Work ethic 

A strong work ethic was also considered important by some young people.  One, while not in work 

herself, admired her mother who is “just always working.  She is always doing a better course and 

she’s just a good person to look up to”, likewise her father “is always working”.  A Year 7 also cited his 

grandfather as his role model because of his ability and desire to work: “When he retired he still did 

windows sometimes and sometimes he repairs things.”  One Year 11 also spoke of her family as her 

role models because “They’ve all got different jobs”.  

 4.1.4.4 Conclusions about role models 

Young people admire role models who show persistence, 

resilience and success in day-to-day life; popular stereotypes 

that young people admire celebrities or aspire to a life on 

benefits did not seem justified by our interviews.  Young 

people looked up to those who had dealt with family 

breakdown or redundancy well, or who had had successful 

careers and working lives.  They found additional role 

models among adults they met through extracurricular 

activities and external agencies.  

  

Young people admire 

persistence, resilience 

and success in day-to-

day life. 
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4.2 Microsystems: What influences young people’s lives directly? 
This section describes the immediate influences on young people’s lives, for example, young people’s 

experiences of their homes, schools and neighbourhoods. 

 

 

4.2.1 How does the home influence young people? 
Section 4.1 showed that many young people admire the achievements and resilience of their relatives.   

Descriptions by professionals tended to characterise home life as deeply challenging for many children 

in Blackpool however.  They highlighted a relatively high proportion of children living disrupted home 

lives; one careers advisor told us: “Everybody knows somebody that comes from a broken home of 

some sort.”  A teaching assistant described her class the previous year in stark terms, “Year 6 was 

really challenging, 70% came from dysfunctional homes.”  Many forms of ‘dysfunction’ were 

mentioned: 

“In this area there's a lot of issues going on, so you've got drug and alcohol, domestic violence, 

single parent families, everything you can possibly think of there's probably a family 

somewhere.  There are problems all in the streets close-by (Youth worker).” 

This youth worker worried about young people’s exposure to alcohol: 

 ‘Last Friday night we had two kids in here from 7:30 till 9:00 and when they left they went 

and stood outside the pub up the road and mum and dad walked out, and I was just like, so 

they've been in there since after school, and the kids have obviously been in a better place 

being with us here but now they've gone home to that.” 

A mental health nurse suggested that deprivation can lead to violence: 

 “You know, a lot of families that are deprived and have a lot of arguments and things happen 

within the home.  So if there is no money coming in and no food in the house, violence and 

abuse occurs.” 
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When asked what she would change about the town, one Year 8 student said: “I’d stop men from 

hitting women because it’s not fair”. 

Child protection was also mentioned as a particular concern: 

“There is known grooming, known sexual offenders, and because of the transiency of the 

population, they know that there are other sexual offenders in the population that aren’t just 

known to be there (External expert).” 

Deprived homes disadvantage pupils significantly: 

“In my class of thirty, I would say at least six or seven of those children go to food banks, get 

uniform provided by school, don’t do anything after school or at the holidays that is child 

friendly, have lot of child protection issues (Primary school trainee teacher).” 

A few children are forced to act independently from an early age: 

“The parents are on drugs and therefore they have had to get themselves ready and had no 

breakfast and you know these are all the things I see in my job, in terms of what’s happened 

where you have got the vulnerable and neglected children in different ways (Mental health 

nurse).” 

Many of these problems are complex and linked: 

“It’s not just the children who are seeing it at home or being exposed to it at home, you know, 

their parents and their grandparents have been through the alcohol, drug services, and mental 

health issues all correlate within that (Mental health nurse).” 

A challenging home life has educational implications: for “quite a few children their education stops 

at 3:30 and it doesn’t start again until 9 o’clock in the morning (Primary school teaching assistant).”  

One teenage girl told us that: “I got three GCSEs and my mum is like you can’t do this and you can’t 

do that”. 

While the statements presented above paint a fairly bleak picture of young people’s home lives, the 

reality seems more nuanced.  Many young people’s home lives were described as hindering their 

achievement in school; we discuss the interaction of the home and the school below (Section 4.3.1).  

Yet many young people feel inspired and nurtured by their relatives, naming them most frequently as 

role models, and describing the roots they felt among family in Blackpool.  It is possible that 

professionals emphasised extreme cases in their discussions with us; we also note that the only 

parents we spoke to were working in schools or other agencies, so we lack a full understanding of the 

views of family members.  Nonetheless, the accounts of professionals and the comparable data 

highlighted in Section 3 combine to suggest that a relatively high proportion of young people face very 

challenging circumstances at home. 

4.2.2 How do schools influence young people? 

4.2.2.1 Pastoral care 

For many teachers, across a range of schools, pastoral care seemed to be the top priority.  One 

experienced teacher described their school as: “Average-sized.  Positive.  Very focused on pastoral 

care.”  A secondary-school assistant head said her school was not an “exam factory and it can’t be 

when you work in an area like this”.  A primary school teaching assistant described the importance of 

understanding students’ needs, “Very much listening to the children… sometimes we feel that the 

children aren’t listened to enough”, finding out “what they like for us to do for them, or what they like 
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to do and what’s important to them, how they like to be spoken to, what upsets them and what 

doesn’t upset them.”  Overall, teachers seemed to see their role as ensuring: 

“Children feel like the school is a community and everybody is happy and they can see that 

we are doing everything we can to help them. There is all kinds of things that happen within 

the school to provide not just an education; but an understanding of the world for the 

children; rather than just numeracy and literacy (Primary school teacher).”  

For many students, pastoral care goes far beyond the curriculum.  Primary school teaching assistants 

described seeing “a lot of children that come in with uniforms that haven’t been cleaned, a poor state 

of hygiene, and lack of social skills”.  They felt their own role has changed: “We have to deal with far 

more of the nurturing side and the social skill side around the children, and giving them those skills 

rather than supporting in the general learning of the day.”    In Reception and Year 1, teachers worked 

with children who “Can’t speak properly and they are still in nappies; they have not been toilet trained 

(Primary school teacher)”.  Every primary school in Blackpool offers free breakfast, “And we get free 

sweets, biscuits and drinks (Primary school pupil)”.  Secondary school teachers mentioned a range of 

needs, including “Suicide has rocketed in the last few years.  Students threatening and attempting 

suicide” and self-harm.  

Pastoral care involves the entire staff and additional support.  

“There are a lot of expectations on form tutors and they are the 

first port of call for any of the children”, a secondary school 

assistant head explained.  Schools also called on a number of 

specialists: one primary school employs a “full-time behaviour 

mentor in Year 6 and somebody who is doing mental health 

therapy and speech and language work”.  A secondary school uses 

a life coach who sees children for “aggression issues”, “mental 

health problems, or they just feel low about themselves, or have 

potential to become a criminal.  He is also looking at working with 

Year 11 who are underachieving and giving them aspirations 

(Secondary school assistant head).”  

Schools’ carry extensive responsibilities for child protection.  One secondary has dealt with “three 

hundred child protection issues that involved the police in the last two terms.  The head teacher was 

going through reports that there is some really horrific stuff going on there (External expert).”  A 

primary head told us “We have had all sorts of very strange issues with child protection…. We have 

had issues with step parents and things like that.  Some really very murky issues there”.  Consequently, 

the school has “a very strong child protection thread”, with an IT programme that “every member of 

staff uses to highlight any concern whatsoever”, which goes to a deputy head who spends “70% of her 

time on child protection issues”.  A secondary assistant head described “lots of [child protection] 

issues for teachers to deal with on a daily basis”. 

Many teachers described their pastoral work having a significant impact on their students.  “School 

life is actually better than home life sometimes”, a primary school teacher told us.  She went on to 

explain that “the children absolutely love the school and I think that they thrive on being here… 

Sometimes they just burst out in singing because they are happy and I think that is something that the 

school helps to provide”.  Another primary school teacher saw pastoral care as an indispensable 

“It isn’t an exam 

factory and it can’t 

be when you work in 

an area like this.” 

 

   Assistant Head 
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prerequisite for their work; without it: “Learning wouldn’t even come into that child’s being because 

they are so worried about other things that learning just doesn’t take place, and that even still happens 

now with all the things that we do.”  One Year 6 pupil described the school as having “Loads of nice 

people and it is very social”. 

4.2.2.1.1 Limits to Pastoral Care 

Despite these efforts, many of the young people we spoke to at the youth club and Connexions 

described negative experiences and gaps in pastoral provision.  Talking to two young people Not in 

Education, Employment or Training (NEET), one described the other’s poor experience: “He suffered, 

and no offence to Oscar but he’s shoved to the back of the class…”  Another explained that his school 

career was “Not good…  I just got bored.  Yeah, I don’t really like sitting in classroom really.”  When 

pressed, the same interviewee described disliking: 

“The way the teachers speak to people.  It felt like - I can’t really explain. The teachers are 

probably the main thing and the way they teach you…  Most of the time I messed around at 

the time, but I learnt bits and pieces but I could have done better myself to be honest.  I 

suppose looking back at things earlier that I was disappointed with education.” 

Several interviewees pointed out that, while Blackpool is 

one of the smallest Local Authorities in the England, “It has 

got the largest population in the secondary PRU [Pupil 

Referral Unit] in the country.  Amazing, two hundred and 

ninety odd children in the PRU (Primary school head 

teacher).”  Two interviewees suggested that some 

academies have targeted students in Year 10 and Year 11, 

excluding them to improve their standing in the league 

tables.  “There are two [secondary] schools that didn’t 

exclude anybody last year”, while others are “firing kids out 

the door at a rate of knots”, both officially and “under the 

table” through managed moves.  “Permanent exclusions 

have a chain, and every time you throw a child out, you are 

saying to the child ‘You are very expendable’”.9  

‘How was school for you?’ we asked two young people Not in Education Employment or Training: 

“Alright. Got kicked out twice for violence” one told us.  Another, asked if he’d liked school answered 

“No”.  He “got kicked out”, he told us, “for something I didn’t do”.  One adult, now a youth worker, 

described how exclusion and imprisonment preceded success.  He: 

“Hated being sat in the classroom so I would challenge the teachers and I had a disruptive 

influence.  They kicked me out on purpose.  They waited until my last year and told me I 

couldn’t come back.  I wasn’t kicked out, like from the premises.  It was when I handed in my 

                                                           
9 One secondary head suggested that around half of the students in the Pupil Referral Unit are from outside 
Blackpool Local Authority.  “There is sometimes a perception in Blackpool that we are a convenient ‘dumping 
ground’ for other LAs in terms of some of their most difficult and challenging pupils.”  We were unable to access 
adequate data to confirm this.  

“Permanent exclusions 

have a chain, and every 

time you throw a child 

out, you are saying to the 

child ‘You are very 

expendable’” 

 

  External expert 
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course work and I got no GSCEs.  My form tutor did it, without a doubt, did it on purpose. So 

that was my experience at school. It wasn’t particularly great”. 

4.2.2.3 Aspiration, access and enrichment 

Schools see a key role in building students’ aspiration, providing them with access to external 

opportunities and an enriching education. 

4.2.2.3.1 School perceptions of student aspirations 

Teachers and professionals unanimously described young people as lacking aspiration.  One teacher 

described the challenge he perceived: 

“You have to work to make them believe they can achieve.  They just don't come in with it.  

You have to work at them, and once, if you can get them to believe… they can do it, you're 

well on the way for them to do it.  But it's an extra you have to put in (Secondary school 

teacher).” 

Part of this seems to be a difference between the priorities of schools and of young people.  The 

aspirations which young people discussed (See Section 4.1.1, above), regarding homes and families, 

were held in fairly low regard by their teachers: 

Interviewer: What type of thing are they aspiring towards? 

Teacher: They’re not, honestly speaking. 

Teacher: A job and a family. 

Teacher: Aspiration is not a very big deal at all (Secondary School teachers). 

Many young people expressed very positive opinions about living in Blackpool (Section 4.2.4, below).  

A secondary school teacher commented on this: “You've got the kids sort of saying, ‘Yeah, it's great 

round here.’ The kids think Blackpool, for some reason the kids think Blackpool's gold. That's what 

they actually think”.  What young people valued was often not what their teachers wanted for them: 

“Trying to get her out of that rut was a struggle.  There was no aspiration.  But you could see 

she was such a capable young lady. But like I say it was more important to have a boyfriend 

and earn a bit of money.  That was far more important than anything else (Secondary school 

teacher).” 

Another secondary school teacher described: 

“When you do careers things, they say to you that they want to be a carer or a cleaner… I was 

a carer for a time.  There's nothing wrong with it, but you just wish those children could see 

that little bit further that they could go that little bit further, could reach that little bit higher, 

and they just don't see it.  They just don't see the point in trying.” 

While teachers and professionals were adamant that young people lacked aspirations, none of our 

discussion with young people themselves reflected this.  While some were unclear about their futures, 

all spoke with optimism and some ambition.  More broadly researchers such as Jessica Bok have 

provided a compelling case that all young people have aspirations – but some have a clearer sense of 

how to achieve them.10  We are left wondering: 

 Do young people have strong aspirations but not know what they look like in practice? 

                                                           
10 Bok, Jessica (2010) ‘The capacity to aspire to higher education: ‘It's like making them do a play without a 
script’, Critical Studies in Education, 51(2), 163–178 
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 Are young people over-optimistic in their self-presentation: do they struggle to live up to their 

aspirations day-to-day?  

 Do adults have a poor understanding of young people’s aspirations? 

 Is Blackpool genuinely different from the rest of England: do young people really lack 

aspirations? 

 Did we talk to an unrepresentative sample of young people? 

One possible explanation for the discrepancy can be found in research conducted in secondary schools 

by Right To Succeed.  The charity have measured students’ ‘mental toughness’, a measure which 

incorporates control, commitment, challenge and confidence, and which has been linked with both 

higher academic performance, more positive behaviours and improved well-being.  Preliminary 

figures suggest that among Year 7 students, 85% are below the national average for overall ‘mental 

toughness’, while almost half are in the bottom 16%.11  This may help to explain a gap between 

students’ aspirations and their actions. 

We will reconsider these questions in the light of our future case studies. 

4.2.2.3.2 School actions to boost aspirations 

Schools took many approaches to boost young people’s aspirations.  One secondary school transition 

programme offers: “Two weeks in the summer holidays and people bringing children are invited to go 

for the two weeks, and they do go round the school and they do go on trips (Primary teacher).”  At 

one secondary school, we heard that: “We’ve done a lot of work on that and obviously having a sixth 

form helps and they can see where students go, and we bring students back as much as we can 

(Secondary school assistant head).”  The same assistant head described a range of trips and 

opportunities: 

“We have an independent careers advisor who we pay for and they all have two career 

interviews.  We do taster days for the lower school and Sixth Form, and we have taken them 

out in the past, and ours went on a residential to Cambridge, they’ve had lectures…  [the pupil 

premium coordinator] is taking them to Newcastle.  We took the sixth form to Newcastle but 

he’s now going to take the lower school.”  

Does this work?  A secondary school teacher 

suggested that it’s “Very, very difficult to influence 

a culture”, but young people seemed ambitious and 

determined.  When asked why they worked hard on 

homework, one Year 7 boy responded: “Because 

when it’s time for my exams I want a good job and 

not a bad job”, while his peer told us he wanted to 

“Get good levels”.  Similarly, a Year 11 student 

described the importance of “Learning to think 

ahead instead of just thinking ‘Oh it is alright I am 

only in school, it doesn’t really matter until I get to 

this place or that place’ but it kind of does”.  An 

experienced secondary teacher was sanguine about 

the results: 

                                                           
11 Graeme Duncan (CEO, Right to Succeed), personal communication. 

“It’s a battle daily with 

pastoral managers trying to 

raise achievements and we’re 

talking to students and we’re 

trying to get them to see 

beyond where they are now.” 

 

  Secondary school teacher 
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“It’s just constant, it’s a battle daily with pastoral managers trying to raise achievements and 

we’re talking to students and we’re trying to get them to see beyond where they are now.  

And we have had some success.  But it’s a daily battle because you’re trying to get them to 

move from what is safe, what they’re comfortable with, to move on and say, ‘But there’s 

something else out there, you can do it.’  So that’s what we all do, that’s what the staff do, 

that’s what the pastoral do.  That is our ethos, ‘You can do this.’  But we’re constantly 

pushing”. 

4.2.2.3.3 School enrichment programmes 

Primary schools offer comprehensive enrichment programmes.  We met primary school pupils 

learning Mandarin and Spanish and a secondary school student told us: “In primary school we all get 

given musical instruments which I think is a good thing because I have continued music”.  Primary 

school pupils mentioned the “good trips” they had been on: “Everyone’s been to Manchester. We 

went on a trip to the Manchester Museum.  And I’ve been inside of Manchester United stadium”.  

Closer to home, “In choir we go to old people’s homes to sing” and “We are really eco-friendly, so 

whenever we see any litter we pick it up (Year 6 pupils)”.  One school extends the school day to 4.30 

once a week for every child: 

“We get professionals in to run the enrichment service.  There might be martial arts or 

languages or dance or music or cookery; all kinds of different things run by professionals every 

single day, so that the children aren’t just being taught education but being taught life skills.  

We have an outdoor education teacher who takes every class twice a year to do some kind of 

outdoor expedition… so we show them abseiling, we show them inside caves, we show them 

all different things so that… their eyes are open to more than just their front room (Primary 

school teacher)”. 

What are the results?  A Year 11 student highlighted how the school “Take us out on experiences that 

we might not be able to experience on a day to day basis”.  In one school the trips were linked to the 

reward system for attendance, hard work and good behaviour.  A primary school teacher suggested 

that “The enrichment activities and the out of school activities make [school] a fun place to be. They 

look forward to those things taking place.”  When they were asked their opinion about the school, a 

Year 6 pupil volunteered: ”It is good because you get to see your friends and you get to go out on 

trips”. 

4.2.2.2 Achievement 

Achievement was mentioned far less frequently than pastoral care and enrichment.  One primary head 

teacher felt that pupils left his school doing well, and were subsequently ill-served: 

“You have got secondary schools in Blackpool that have been either Satisfactory, Special 

Measures, Serious Weaknesses, RI [Requires Improvement], you name it; for seven or eight 

years.  So it is a generation of children who started in Year 7, who left us buzzing and by the 

time they get to thirteen they don’t like school.  They don’t see it as a positive experience. So 

they get to sixteen and they don’t go to college and they get excluded.  So it is just how it is, 

but the children will go down to the secondary and within six weeks they will be disengaged.” 

There was a sense among some of our interviewees that young people can leave secondary school ill-

equipped for the outside world. 

“Some of these young people that we speak to, they can't even string a sentence together… 

and we're trying to prep them for interview but ultimately you've got to look at it as if you've 
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got them in front of a company and they can't string a sentence together, the companies are 

not going to take them on (Further Education adviser).” 

Parents reflected this too: 

“I sent both of my children into private schools in Blackpool, which is totally against my politics 

and convictions and it was a very hard decision.  But the reason is – because I believe so much 

in education and Blackpool schools – from being a careers adviser, I was occasionally horrified 

with some of the behaviour of the teachers as well as the kids… I still don’t like the idea of 

them going to a private school.  All I ever wanted was a level playing field but I don’t think 

there was any school in Blackpool which I felt I was confident enough in.” 

Some of the young people we spoke to who were not in education described school as a negative 

experience which had offered them little.  One said his time was: “Not good… I just got bored.”  On 

reflection, another felt “Disappointed with education” because it taught him little of what he really 

needed to know “in terms of paying bills and taxes”, “housing and stuff like that which I think is pretty 

important… there is literally nothing and it never really made much sense to me.” 

One possible reason was that the standards which schools and teachers hold themselves to vary 

dramatically.  While a primary school head suggested that “Primary schools are doing really well; over 

and above; exceeding and doing better than they should do”, an external expert suggested that this 

success was simply meeting national averages; while he saw “Pockets of good practice, I don’t think 

any school is outstanding… There is a couple who have a hope, particularly in the primary school 

space”.  He went on to note that, in secondary schools, assessments are “terrible”: 

“You have got schools that made 30% in errors in their predictions of 5 A to C at the end of 

Key Stage 4 last year, which is a pretty pathetic place to be in. there is no sanity in the system 

that doesn’t know where it is at any one point”. 

We wondered whether the pastoral mission of some schools can conflict with ensuring achievement: 

one teacher told us “We really have to differentiate our work to support [students] and make sure 

they feel confident in what they are doing and not stupid”.  

4.2.3 How do other agencies influence young people? 
This section discusses the support provided to young people by ‘other agencies’, that is, statutory and 

voluntary organisations. 

4.2.3.1 Extensive additional support and its effects 

In the opinion of many professionals, there are extensive services available to young people in the 

town.  One NHS worker listed: 

“The Catalyst team, you have the Marine team, Prince’s Trust, Connect, a specialised young 

people service, health service just for people, you know, the Family in Need team, the families 

team, the Getting It Right team… there is millions of pounds pumped into projects across, not 

just from the voluntary sector and the third sector and local authority to support these 

communities which is really positive.” 

Staff at Connexions also emphasised the support they were able to offer: 
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“There is such a wide opportunity in Blackpool for [post-16 year olds] and there is usually over 

a hundred vacancies for apprenticeships in the town.  So you have got that alongside colleges 

which are both outstanding and you have got other training providers, Prince’s Trust, charity 

work and work and even though that’s not supposed to be encouraged there is work 

opportunities for people (Careers adviser).” 

One careers adviser argued that “There’s enough learning providers at the moment to get young 

people back into work and training.”  A teacher emphasised how health services are tailored around 

people’s needs in contrast to her home town: “There’s lots of walk-in centres, so you don’t need to 

book an appointment to go and see a doctor.”   

Young people who access these services can find them very powerful.  One teenager, Not in Education, 

Employment or Training, described her admiration for the staff at her youth centre: 

“If I was in trouble and I needed somebody to talk to I would go to Maggie and Ben… and tell 

them anything that I needed to. I would hope that if I work here the kids will be the same as 

me and they can tell me anything (Teenager Not in Education, Employment or Training).” 

A young adult we met, now working with young people, described the effect that a community centre 

had on him:  

“When I got out of prison I went to a different community centre. I was sent there as a 

volunteer on probation and that changed my whole outlook on life. I never experienced a 

community experience like and people actually bothered about the neighbours and the whole 

local area and regeneration and that kind of thing. So it opened my eyes. I never really 

considered getting involved in anything like that before. So at that age, because it was very 

fresh... it was always my aspiration to get employed.” 

Other agencies can provide exciting choices and strong role models to young people, and can 

counteract some of the negative influences they encounter. 

4.2.3.2 Limits to services 

Nonetheless, agencies’ capacity to serve those most in 

need seemed to be both limited and deteriorating.  

The borough’s social care had been deemed 

inadequate for several years (although this 

designation was removed more recently).  Mental 

health services are limited: 

“It’s challenging as a massive need for the mental 

health services in the area for children right through 

to adults. So there is a long waiting list for services and 

accessing services which can at times be difficult (NHS 

worker).” 

Turning sixteen can be a dramatic transition: 

“A lot of that support disappears; the teacher that you 

trusted is no longer there, and the services that you 

might have been involved with you can no longer access. So that person of trust and the person that 

you think that you can go to if things hit the fan is not necessarily available to you anymore.” 

“A lot of that support 

disappears; the teacher that 

you trusted is no longer 

there, and the services that 

you might have been 

involved with you can no 

longer access.” 

 

  NHS Worker 
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Some interventions were seen as too limited: 

“[The Prince’s Trust Course] isn't long enough and I don't think courses are long enough or 

have enough resources to work with individuals that have got a lot of issues going on at this 

moment in time, yet they're expected to gain employment.” 

External agencies are considered powerful therefore, yet they too can struggle to provide young 

people the support they need. 

4.2.4 How do neighbourhoods influence young people? 
This section considers the effect of the immediate environment on young people.  

4.2.4.1 Positive influences 

Asked to describe what life in Blackpool was like, many young people immediately spoke of the town’s 

merits and excitements.  One teenager, asked to use three words to describe it, said: “Excellent, 

brilliant, and just a nice area and there’s a lot of kids to play with”.  Some points came up frequently 

in these descriptions: “It is kind of good because when you are a child in Blackpool you have the 

Pleasure Beach and the Prom and Primark and all that around and attractions”.  Another teenager, 

who had moved to Blackpool from Bradford, far preferred Blackpool: “You can go beach. You've got 

arcades. You can go arcades, but in Bradford you can't do none of that”.  For those younger than 

fourteen, enjoyment of the town was unanimous, and many young people felt pride in the town’s 

status as a tourist destination: 

“I think it’s quite nice because a lot of people like to come to Blackpool because it’s a seaside 

town and people like to come and visit and it’s quite nice to meet people that are from 

different places. It’s nice to think they like your beach because you think of it as yours because 

you have been here all your life (Year 6 pupil).” 

Older interviewees complained that “there’s a lot less to do now (22-year old)”; “Here's nought to do 

for us though, for us older people to do round here there's nought to do for us (Young person Not in 

Education, Employment or Training)”.  Instead they found themselves just ‘hanging around’; “there’s 

only a certain amount of places we could go”, a seventeen-year old told us; her sister adding that you 

could play pool or football, but that “gets boring day in and day out”.  Had the sisters not attended 

the local youth club “We would be bored and just hang around the wrong people and getting into 

trouble”.  That boredom was the experience of a seventeen-year old, recently moved to the town.  

When asked how she filled her time, she said “I don't. I sit at home… watch TV or play with my pup”.  

Nonetheless, some showed deep loyalty to the town: one seventeen-year old in college told us: “I’ll 

get my ashes scattered here.” 

4.2.4.2 Negative influences 

In every focus group, young people raised social problems they had personally experienced 

spontaneously. 

The town’s night life was deemed a major issue.  A Year 11 described living in Blackpool as “terrible…  

It’s the town centre. A lot of things happen there and it’s not very good.”  Parts of the town were 

considered “a bit scary at night time…  There is a lot of dark areas and I’m scared of that (Year 7)”.  The 

concentration of pubs brought with it “a lot of people that walk around everywhere” one seventeen 

year-old told us; “There are lots of bars and stuff down there and it gets quite rough” said another.  

Another young person, Not in Education, Employment or Training, described “run down areas that 

have a lot of violence and stuff which isn't that good on Saturday nights in town”.  This was echoed by 
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a Year 8 student who complained that “There's loads of night clubs everywhere so at night it's very 

dangerous because a lot will come out drunk.” 

Young people were acutely conscious of the prevalence of drugs, alcohol and violence.  One Year 7 

described concern about “When people go to the shop and buy lots of alcohol and drugs”; a peer told 

us they felt sad: “because the world is changing from being normal to loads of drugs and alcohol in 

Blackpool.”  Another Year 7 stated that: “A few days ago I saw about like our age smoking and stuff in 

the park”.  We also heard about violence: 

 “Me and my brother was out in the park once and this kid just started hitting us so we told 

him to go away and shut up. So he went back to his mum saying that we hit him and that. So 

his mum came chasing us home and then she came into our house and got my brother outside 

and threw him to the ground (Year 6 pupil)”. 

Similarly, a boy in Year 4 explained why had moved house: 

“There’s another reason, because of our neighbour next door.  She swears at children, she 

even swears at me.  She even called the police on me and my dad… She said that we 

threatened her when we didn’t even do that, and she told the police that I had a BB gun and 

I did, but she said that she felt threatened when a person aimed it at her.” 

Alongside these major concerns, other lower-level issues with the neighbourhood were also raised 

repeatedly, including litter, graffiti, chewing gum and derelict buildings. 

Perhaps inevitably, the prevalence of these influences affected young people’s behaviour.  On teacher 

told us that “drugs are cheaper than alcohol… and students know exactly where to get alcohol from.  

They know exactly where to get drugs from.”  Young people felt that, in the absence of employment 

and activities, drugs and alcohol could provide an easy choice: “If they can’t do it and they don’t want 

to do anything they turn to drugs and alcohol. You see I took myself off drugs and alcohol and said I 

wanted to turn over a new leaf and go and get a job (Young person Not in Education, Employment or 

Training)”.  Teachers at one secondary school also described having dealt with the grooming of 

children in their school by adults.   

4.2.5 How do peers influence young people? 
Young people felt extremely aware of their peers’ behaviour.  A seventeen year old told us that her 

peers were “probably out causing trouble, sitting in the park and smoking weed. The younger ones 

I’m not sure.”  One Year 10 student volunteered that “everyone’s doing drugs these days, aren’t they?”  

When asked whether this statement was first-hand knowledge, another student in the same group 

volunteered that it was “Quite close because my brother does it, but you see it all round the streets 

as well.”  A peer added that “If you go to a party or anything there's always people there doing drugs.” 

An adult told us “everybody knows somebody who’s into heroin”.  

Some went on to describe the impact peer influence could have.  A 22 year-old Not in Education, 

Employment or Training explained that there are “too many idiots messing around, getting up to 

mischief, armed robbery, shoplifting”.  “They think it’s amusing….  I’ve done it a couple of times me, 

and got caught four times for shop lifting and armed robbery. I’ve stopped doing it now.”  In some 

instances, social media transmitted these ideas further: one Year 11 described how ‘illegal highs’ went 

around on Facebook, while health professionals explained “peer sexual exploitation in Blackpool is 

massive, and it starts on Facebook, you know, taking the selfies without their top on becomes more 

and more and more promiscuous and shared and threats and share and threaten”. 
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Positive influences seemed scarcer.  One young person told us the 

active choice he was making: “You see others and you go and do it.  

I’ve done with it and done my own thing now.”  A Year 11 pupil talked 

about how “Some of my friends will help, and some of them are like 

you can’t do that or you can’t do that, and some of them are like if you 

want it go for it, and don’t just say it do it”.  Asked how easy it was to 

stick to a ‘good path’, one Year 8 boy described the importance of 

getting “into the right crowd”.  He and his peers continued: 

“When you join school, and me in my first year, I had my group of friends and then you 

would have the kids who would fit in the wrong crowd, like the kids who were always 

getting...” 

“Told off…. for some reason they would influence other kids to...” 

“Do it as well”. 

“And it's wrong, like if people want to do something and people are persuading them to do 

stuff, like they might want to do like a dream job when they're older and it's like possible, 

like it's wrong in case like they lose out on what they want to do just because people get 

them to join their like group of, like the wrong people.” 

Nonetheless, young people held themselves to a high standard of responsibility: “It is not like your 

friends are always to be the reason why you go down a wrong path but it can influence you (Year 11 

student)”.  As a Year 10 student told us in another school “You just have to be set on something. You 

can't like let people influence you”. 

 

  

“Too many idiots 

messing around.” 

 

  22 year-old 
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4.3 Mesosystems: How do the influences on young people interact with one another? 
This section considers how direct influences on young people interact with one another; for example, 

how the home and the school interact in affecting children’s development. 

 

4.3.1 How does the school interact with other influences? 

4.3.1.1 How do the school and the home interact? 

Home-school interaction was perceived as a huge challenge by almost every professional we 

interviewed. 

4.3.1.1.1 Obstacles to effective home-school interaction 

Professionals and teachers perceived working with parents and families as difficult.  They criticised a 

lack of parental engagement with education, in both the influences on students at home and 

interactions with the school, such as attending parents’ evenings.  Professionals and teachers 

described children ill-prepared for primary school; a headteacher used stark terms: “If you went in 

today into nursery, you would see children trying to eat a bottle of water rather than drink it”.  

Professionals reported that deeper issues at home often lay behind students’ external struggles: 

“You have got a child coming into school and they have forgotten their PE kit every day or they 

are late every morning, or not looking very clean and tidy… and you know that child could 

have been battered pillar to post before they even got to school (Mental health nurse).” 

Similarly, homework might go uncompleted, because: 

“Where mum and dad aren’t together any more now… we will have situations where 

homework has not been done, but that is probably because they have had to go to dad’s or 

they will leave the homework at dad’s and forgot to pick it up, or their reading book or 

whatever, so there isn’t that consistency (Primary school teaching assistant).” 

Behaviours in the home were described as being transmitted to young people, who pursue: “Similar 

traits to what their families have done… because of the lack of aspirations and the lack of drive to 

succeed, they kind of just follow what they're used to (Primary school teacher).”   
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Professionals attribute the current generation’s issues to those of the previous one.  As a primary 

school teacher put it: 

“It is a cycle. It is a cycle because the parents haven’t been brought up well so they are not 

bringing the children up well and then they are going to eventually have children and they still 

don’t know how to bring those children up.”  

A secondary school teaching assistant noted the limits to this approach however:  

“We'll be saying that in another generation's time, won't we, when you're teaching another 

generation 30 years down the line and you'll be saying, ‘Well, it's not the kid's fault’, that, 

those parents that are here now, you'll be saying it's their fault. How many generations do we 

have to go back?” 

4.3.1.1.2 Transience 

A particularly challenging feature of the interaction between the home and the school is the 

movement of families, both to and from Blackpool and within the town.  An average school, we heard, 

can gain or lose 20% of its students in a year.  A secondary school teacher called it a “big problem”: 

“We get quite a few.  They come in.  They're there for six months, nine months, and then they 

go.  They actually leave here and just go.  It always will be a problem in Blackpool because 

people see Blackpool as, you get people travelling to Blackpool.  It's part of the seaside town. 

People come and go, and that will never disappear. And you certainly don't get them too close 

to Year 11.” 

Moving home offers families a fresh start, but not always a successful one: 

“[Families] have moved from another part of the Northwest or another part of the country, 

and they are running away from something; whether it is some sort of family issue or domestic 

problem or whatever or something with the police, and I will say… ‘What brings you to 

Blackpool?’ ‘I came here as a lad and I really enjoyed the beach and I had a really nice holiday. 

So we thought we would give it a try and…’ and they don’t last, but the children suffer (Primary 

school headteacher).” 

For schools, transience reflects a parental lack of investment in, or understanding of, their children’s 

education:  

“Last year I had, over the year, seven new starters [in a class of 30]; and that is not normal. 

And they have come from out of area… and they have come from Blackpool, it would appear 

that some parents think that just moving school is alright and it is an answer to problems that 

they might have, and they don’t realise the effect it has on the children (Primary school 

teacher).” 

Traveller families are particularly likely to make such moves, although NHS staff mentioned that 

attitudes to education are changing within the Traveller community, with families now “allowing the 

children to go into secondary education, especially the girls, which is really positive”. 

Schools are aware of the challenges this presents, but their actions did not seem to go beyond what 

might be considered normal in any schools.  One primary school teacher explained: “We always check 

with the previous school for their, for any information so we make contact. Likewise we send any 

information on the children, so they might be CP [Child Protection, SEN [Special Educational Needs] 

(Primary school teacher)”.  They would also conduct induction meetings and set children up with a 

‘buddy’. 
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4.3.1.1.3 Efforts by schools 
Many schools devote huge resources to parental engagement and fulfil many responsibilities which 

might usually be fulfilled by parents. 

Many teachers described the importance of building relationships.  A primary school teacher called 

families “a part of the school; there is an awful lot of pastoral care that goes on”.  At another primary, 

the head described employing: 

“A full time attendance officer and a full time family 

support worker; who works the full year, and visits 

families and helps them out in the summer. We do all 

this to try and keep families and engage them, and it 

does work. They have got a very positive feel about 

coming to school.” 

Another teacher described the non-judgemental 

approach they had adopted: 

“I think the school have got really, really good 

communication with the parents… I think the children 

and the parents feel valued; even if they know they 

are getting it wrong they still feel valued because we 

don’t blame them.  We understand that it is not their 

fault. It is probably their upbringing as well (Primary 

school teacher)”. 

Another part of this engagement is inviting parents in to support teachers in lessons. 

As well as building relationships, schools seek to supplement the education young people receive at 

home.  Teaching assistants at a primary school explained that: 

“For the siblings as well, because they don’t much play at home, so in the afternoon they will 

come in here with their brother or sister in the afternoon and play things, and basically bond 

together and learn to get along if they are bickering at home”. 

Another school described supplying uniform and shoes and taking children to appointments if “we 

know that a parent isn’t going to take them”.  Schools also saw themselves as providing opportunities 

young people would not receive at home: 

“We have got some students that could be actors, but there is no way that the home 

environment would (a) access private lessons for drama or (b) be able to afford that. So by… 

actually giving them private drama lessons, that could then change the life of one child to 

become an actress or an actor, because they would never think of saying, I will sign my child 

up for acting lessons (Secondary school teacher).” 

Teachers also felt they had to work hard to set boundaries for students. With pupils newly-arrived in 

primary school, this included basic parenting: 

“We have children that can’t physically sit still because they don’t know how to and they have 

never had to. So we have sensory interventions. We have children that have quite profound 

speech and language problems. So we have got a big speech and language team in school.  

The things that you take for granted take place at home before children start school; like how 

“The things that you take for 

granted take place at home 

before children start school… 

We have to provide that 

when they have started 

school.” 

 

  Primary school teacher 
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to speak properly and things like that. We have to provide that when they have started school. 

So we have those things in place (Primary school teacher).” 

As students grew older, schools saw themselves as providing discipline and stability lacking at home: 

“Some students, the only discipline and stability they get is coming to school because they 

know what to expect from me, we’re not going to waiver from that… parents will come in and 

ask for strategies to deal with the student because their child is great at school but a nightmare 

are home.  So again we offer them stability here but because the rules are there and they 

know what to expect (Secondary school teacher).” 

These efforts reach a limit, however; one secondary school teacher complained that: “parents will 

phone up and ask me to tell the kid off for something they’ve done at home.” 

In setting these standards, teachers saw themselves as competing with what students learned at 

home.   They worried about pupils whose families did not take up options, such as a two-week 

transition programme on entering secondary school: “It's not mandatory.  They don't have to do it so 

some families can't get them here, and so you kind of know the ones that might struggle (Primary 

school teacher)”.  Teachers felt influencing young people could be a struggle: “I’m thinking of a young 

girl last year… she’s capable for going to university, but getting her to think that way, because her 

parents didn’t and her grandparents didn’t (Secondary school teacher).”  They argued that this was 

because parents pass on low aspirations to students: 

“Sometimes you are fighting against parents who go, ‘What are you bothering for.’  So it’s 

their aspirations are so low and if they just pass it on to the students, so that is our daily battle 

and I think we all do that daily.  We have had some successes.  But it is a battle (Secondary 

school teachers).”  

Young people have to negotiate this conflict: “The teachers should give us good homework… they’re 

pushing you to do it.  My family don’t, they just go, ‘You can go out’, and I make sure I do my homework 

before I go out (Year 7 student).” 

Some teachers therefore concluded the influence they could have on students was limited.  One 

explained: 

“We see children for an hour a day and then the 

parents, you might be able to give them the 

occasional phone call and then possibly a 

parents' evening but I think it's down to how 

much education is valued in the area… I've had 

many, many a child turn round to me and say, 

‘Why are we doing this? I don't need this. I didn't 

ask anyone to...’ (Secondary school teacher)”. 

Another secondary school teacher worried that 

“We can put it in school and encourage them but 

it needs to be, you know, the home life and the 

life outside school sometimes pulls them back 

again”. 

“We can put it in school and 

encourage them but it needs to 

be, you know, the home life and 

the life outside school sometimes 

pulls them back again.” 

 

  Secondary school teacher 
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4.3.1.1.4 Efforts by families 

Although we did not interview parents, two interviewees hinted at parents’ perspective on this 

situation.  A teaching assistant commented on how her own son had been treated by teachers, who 

took the attitude that ‘What the hell, it doesn’t matter’: 

“So he picked up on that and didn't do - and sometimes I do wonder going back if I'd have 

insisted and he'd gone to the better school… whether he would have done better - and 

therefore that's part of the problem.  If you have got the children who don't have many 

aspirations and so on and they all congregate or a lot of them congregate in one school and 

one area, then unless you are an exceptional bunch of staff where you can continually rise 

above that every day, it can be very grinding I think.” 

One outside expert described schools’ failings in relationship-building: 

“You have got no attempt from what I’ve seen to build positive relationships with a parent. If 

you are calling a parent, you’re calling them that their child had done something or you’re not 

happy.” 

Where families do try to help their children’s school career, their efforts can be hindered by a lack of 

expertise in interacting with the school.  One interviewee noted that parents are ill-equipped to 

challenge legally dubious exclusions.  We also heard about parents who “just do the homework for 

them” from a primary school teaching assistant. 

4.3.1.2 The school and the workplace 

Another source of conflict for young people is the clash between continuing education and ready 

money in low-skilled employment.  Through tourism, young people: 

“Can earn what they see to them quite large sums of money from an early age along the kind 

of, most of the year because the season runs right through until the lights end in November 

and that starts in March and all through that time they can be earning money by avoiding 

education. And that’s poisonous (Secondary school teacher).” 

This can be particular significant for school leavers, who: 

“Can come out of school and go and work on the prom and earn some decent money, but the 

prom shuts at November and then that can be too late to go to college …. But before that the 

season opens up again and then they are back in work (Careers adviser).” 

Teachers suggested that this may also affect students’ behaviour, because, through the tourism 

industry, “young people are routinely dealing with grownups, face to face, in a way that the average 

teenager, except in school, probably aren’t very much”.  The consequence, one secondary teacher 

suggested, was to introduce an “element of informality in the way the children behave which is very 

different if you move across to Preston.  The children here are different from in Preston.  They’re much 

more relaxed in dealing with adults”. 

4.3.1.3 How do schools interact with external agencies? 

Schools work extensively with local service providers. 

 “Whether it's health, education, social, depending on the family background and what their 

needs are, we'll try and focus on that need and invite them in, have professional conversations 
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with us where we'll guide them and support them. We'll get external professionals if we need 

to, multi-agencies in (Secondary school teacher).” 

At the same school, we heard about the integration of services within the school. 

 “We have a full-time education and welfare officer, who is part of the school staffing and we 

pay for her. We have a fulltime PCSO and we have an education welfare officer, which is partly 

shared with us and the local authority. He has an office here, so we do a lot of in-support 

community work, in terms of going into the community, getting the children and bringing 

them in in terms of attendance (Secondary school assistant head).” 

These collaborations were often a way to work towards the aims of the school and the service 

provider: 

 “Blackpool and Fylde College have got a university affiliated to Lancaster, and we have a 

college program, which they go out on a Wednesday or a Friday so they’re not taught in school 

those days and they do work with them on their aspirations about you can go to university 

and be an engineer if you want (Secondary school assistant head).” 

Often, schools and external agencies mentioned a lack of capacity provide the support needed.  A 

primary teacher mentioned that social services “don't have that capacity at all”.  In consequence, 

schools found they struggled to get the support young people need: 

“It is a battle to get help for students with mental 

health issues.  Partly because CAMHS [Child and 

Adolescent Mental Health Services] are 

overworked and understaffed.  No doubt about 

that and probably under resourced.  That is an 

issue.  I mean I’m not interested in that issue but 

I just want my student helped.  But I have to 

listen to what they say and there are no doubts 

about it (Secondary school teacher).” 

Social care support was a particular concern: 

“Social care was inadequate.  Personally I still don’t think it has improved enough to actually 

say it is anywhere near good or good enough.  It has improved but it is still lacking in the 

thresholds for children who are really at risk; and we know through experience what the 

ultimate ending will be; are too high for them to get support; and that might be a resource 

issue and it might be something that, you know, the government need to look at (Primary 

school head teacher)” 

A primary school teacher emphasised that the services available were insufficient for the needs they 

saw: 

“[Agencies] don't have that capacity at all… families really heavily rely on people like me or we 

have other services within the borough that provide daily services to these families, even to 

the extent of going in, making sure that the children get up, that they get to school on time… 

and once that support's withdrawn then the families go back to the same and then they hit 

crisis point again and then we're at the point again. They never get to the point where we can 

“It is a battle to get help for 

students with mental health 

issues.  Partly because CAMHS are 

overworked and understaffed.” 

 

  Secondary school teacher 
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refer them into social care and they're picked up and they're dealt with because they're not 

severe.” 

Blackpool was perceived by some to be particularly ill-served: 

‘Social care is stretched to the absolute limit in Blackpool, and we're making referrals that we 

feel meet the criteria for CAMHS [Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services]… In other 

parts of the country those referrals might get in. In a town that had less need they would meet 

that criteria, but because we have so much need in Blackpool they're just getting fired back at 

us”. 

The careers advisers we spoke with mentioned the weaknesses of careers advice in schools: 

“Teachers don’t, by definition, teachers themselves don’t really know what there is out there 

and will give all kinds of arbitrary advice with the best will in the world (Careers adviser)” 

4.3.2 How do services interact with other influences? 

4.3.2.1 How do services interact with the home? 

Like schools, external agencies seek to influence home life directly: 

“There is millions of pounds pumped into projects across, not just from the voluntary sector 

and the third sector and local authority to support these communities, you know, which is 

really positive. Families are now getting help that they might not, you know, the parents are 

entering the classroom again at the Sure Start Centres or at the City Learning Centre (Careers 

adviser). 

Many of these services set out to offer alternative lives and role models to young people.  A youth 

group worker sought to offer “somewhere positive for them to come and somewhere for, just to show 

them a different way of life”.  She contrasted the environment she provided with the pub to which 

the children’s parents had attended: “they've been in there since after school, and the kids have 

obviously been in a better place being with us here but now they've gone home to that”.  A careers 

adviser emphasised the importance of: “Having somebody that they can rely on and trust and who 

cares makes a big difference… so that is what our teams are doing at the moment in making sure that 

you don’t miss the boat.”  He contrasted this support with young people living alone or in families 

which have split up, to which he attributed the high rate of young people Not in Education, 

Employment or Training. 

Sometimes, services and home life clash, for example, with young people’s opportunities.   

“There are opportunities for young people but it’s usually family background that don’t allow 

that to happen. It may be money, they need the benefits and it doesn’t allow the young people 

to progress and that’s what we’re about (Careers adviser).” 

To give an example: 

“There's a lot of families in Blackpool that rely on benefits and the minute a person goes into 

an apprenticeship the family stop receiving if they're 16, whereas if they continue at college 

until they're 18, you know, it's another £82 every four weeks for the parents (Careers 

adviser).” 

4.3.2.2 How do services interact with other services? 

Extensive additional services exist in Blackpool; many of them communicate and collaborate well.  For 

example, a youth worker explained that some of the young men she worked with: 
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“Didn't do very well in their GCSEs last year and didn't get into sixth form, didn't get into the 

college, so they came to us and were like, "We've got, we're doing nothing," so we built up a 

relationship with a construction agency who also have a part in doing apprenticeships, so we 

did a week's taster sessions in there over the summer and the three boys all got an 

apprenticeship out of that.” 

The local Further Education college worked in partnership with  

“Other organisations such as Blackpool Football Club, such as the Prince’s Trust, and also the 

Blackpool provider group which is the majority of providers working across the far coast, 

Blackpool, Fylde and Wyre. They've all come together and their sole aim is for the benefit of 

the young people at the end of the day (College representative).” 

These connections can have very positive impacts, as with Jamie who was sent as a volunteer to a 

community centre while on probation “and that changed my whole outlook on life” (see above, 

Section 4.3.2.1). 

A lack of resources can limit young people’s access to these services however, which is particularly 

frustrating when referring to other agencies.  An NHS worker mentioned that: 

“Now we tried to refer a kid [to a mental health centre] a couple of months ago and it was like 

a six week waiting list, and it's just, so obviously in that six weeks we do try and work with 

them and by the end of it they don't need to go to CAMHS [Child and Adolescent Mental 

Health Services].” 

Sometimes, links between organisations break at vital transition points: 

“I've got a young person who's going to uni next week and they've been to see me this week 

and the one thing that they're scared of is 'can't afford the stuff to set up at uni'. They haven't 

got money for bedding or a toaster even for the kitchen or the things to put in, and claiming 

for those grants and things can be really hard work (Careers advisor).” 

Linking together different services is key to the most vulnerable young people:  

“There’s sort of different areas but a lot further out from where Oscar is, so if we can get the 

benefits sorted out then he can get a bus pass to get him to these sorts of places. Then we can 

get a CV put together and hopefully try and get him an apprenticeship somewhere (Careers 

adviser).” 

Young people often saw the services they accessed as vital lifelines: “If we didn’t know the [youth 

centre] we wouldn’t be hanging around… we would be bored and just hang around the wrong 

people and getting into trouble”.  
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4.4 How do external factors affect the influences on young people? 
In this section, we discuss how external factors influence young people.  An example of such an 

influence would be the parental workplace: it is external to young people, but it directly affects their 

experience of the home. 

 

4.4.1 How does the educational context affect schools’ influences on young people? 
Blackpool seems to have a distinctive educational context, which influences how school leaders and 

teachers work, and the support they received. 

Collaboration between schools was seen as a significant weakness in the town.  One head described: 

“Several schools in Blackpool that aren’t doing so well… the headteachers do not leave the school. 

They don’t come to heads’ meetings.”  He had recently attended an Ofsted update: 

“That is the first time I have seen some people attend a heads meeting for eighteen months…  

They don’t see that unless you actually start to share and open it up you don’t grow. Some of 

the best ideas I have had have been at conferences and meetings with heads.” 

Instead of sharing, he explained: 

“Because the level of support from the authorities is minimal; what they have tended to do is 

put their shutters down and say “We are alright. We have got to do this, we are going to focus 

on X, Y and Z”;  which is normally literacy and numeracy; and get on with it and any email that 

comes through or piece of paper or anything that is a new initiative, they fight it. They are 

fighting with it. ‘Should we do it? Shouldn’t we do it?’ and they are making the decision based 

on their own experiences rather than sort of saying ‘What are you doing about assessment 

without levels?’ ‘What are you doing about…?’ and that is really the biggest thing I think that 

people forget. 

The same head argued that:  

“The secondary schools in Blackpool are very similar. There is only probably one or two that 

are doing OK out of the eight. The others… the heads didn’t even speak to each other on a 
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personal level, because they have fallen out about some admissions, and that is the start of 

the spiral where… they have become isolated and things happen and staff leave and they have 

got no capacity to keep building.” 

There was optimism that organisations including academy chains, teaching school alliances and the 

Blackpool Challenge might promote additional collaboration, but it was too early to identify effects. 

The educational environment was described as insular by outsiders working with Blackpool schools.  

One teacher described inviting colleagues to visit his former, successful school: they “were actually 

saying, ‘No, I don't want to go. It doesn't interest me what that school looks like.’”  Many teachers 

described Blackpool as being unique or unusual.  One described being told by senior leaders that the 

children they taught are “no different” to those anywhere else.  He struggled with this: “I've 

discovered that that's not really the case.  My first year last year, at times I absolutely floundered 

because I didn't know how to deal I think with the children as a collective.”   

Where schools prioritised teacher development and wellbeing, this appeared to increase their ability 

to support children.  At one primary school, from having received twelve applications for a post in 

2006, they described receiving 72 in a more recent round.  A teacher there described: 

“Good morale in the staff because the senior management like to help the staff to have a good 

work/life balance and to make sure we are happy and there is open communication all the 

time. ‘What would be better? Or how can we improve?’ All the time. Anyone can go up with 

ideas. It doesn’t matter who you are, how long you have been here. If you have got an idea 

then it is open and if we want to take it on we will, and if we don’t then we will have good 

reasons why.” 

“As a training environment… I don’t think most schools run the way we do, and so if you train 

here, you know, you will learn key skills. You will learn how to be a teacher, you will learn how 

to be a good teacher but I think sometimes the work rate isn’t real compared to other schools 

because we work as a team, we share the planning, we share paperwork; just so that we are 

happy and we can do those other things for the children… it is a good place to find your feet 

first.” 

Where professional development was less effective, an external expert told us that: 

“The CPD [Continuing Professional Development] in the town is often pretty chaotic; very low 

quality, very non-strategic and you’ve got two teaching schools, both of which are tagged onto 

failing academy chains and the local authority offer them CPD. All I see there are three failing 

institutions offering CPD, which is not a great place to start.” 

School leaders required more support and more collaboration, we heard.  One contact noted the 

pressure a particular head is under:  

“Getting beaten up by Ofsted, by the Regional Schools Commissioner, Local Authority and still 

they put up with it.  They’re a good head teacher with a good track record, trying to turn 

around a struggling school, they’re getting beaten up with no support.” 

In Blackpool as a whole, we were told that “There is a massive leadership gap and that gap isn’t getting 

any smaller any more quickly. There is a need to bring bright young things into the sector”. 

The social mix in schools was deemed important.  One school mentioned the benefits of a larger 

catchment area, which ‘diluted issues’.  Another teacher mentioned that the Fylde Coast Academy 

Trust’s ‘Outstanding’ School: 
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“Has quite a wide catchment area and they will get children who live just across the road from 

here and yet the culture and the ethos in that school is massively different from the culture 

and the ethos here (Secondary school teacher)”. 

This is exacerbated by the number of high-attaining children who leave Blackpool schools after 

primary school.  While Blackpool is a net ‘importer’ of pupils at primary school – pupils travel into 

Blackpool from Lancashire, the picture is dramatically reversed at secondary level.  While 5.8% of 

primary school pupils resident in Blackpool are educated outside the local authority, the percentage 

jumps to 13.9% in secondary.12  One secondary head suggested that this: “Concentrates disadvantage 

and low attainers in Blackpool secondary schools”. 

4.4.2 How does Blackpool affect direct influences? 

4.4.2.1 How does Blackpool affect schools? 

While the perceptions of Blackpool as a place affect expectations of young people (discussed below, 

Section 4.5.1), Blackpool also appears to draw deeply-committed professionals who dedicate their 

lives to young people there.  A primary school teacher told us how she had: 

 “When I did my own training… I worked at two really affluent schools and then I worked here, 

and then the feeling within the two different types of school was completely different. I feel 

like this was like more a team. That the children really appreciated what they did because they 

understood that school life is actually better than home life sometimes and I think that that 

had a really big effect on me. I have never… I came from quite a sheltered home life where I 

wasn’t really… where I didn’t really have my eyes opened up to the world. I just thought 

everybody was how I was and if you needed new shoes you got new shoes, and when you got 

home there was food on the table and then when I came here I realised very quickly that that 

wasn’t the case and that I wanted to be part of that.” 

In a similar vein, a youth worker told us how she needed a placement as part of her degree: 

 “I found this… and since then I've not left because to me it was everything I wanted and I just 

knew I was at home. When I found that I was like, ‘I'm never leaving here’, and three years on 

I'm obviously now employed and I've moved up here.” 

4.4.2.2 How does Blackpool affect employment? 

The employment available forces many of those looking for work to leave Blackpool.  A careers adviser 

told us most of his friends had left:  

“They don’t come back because there’s no opportunities for them.  You’ve got very niche, 

specific areas where you can earn money.  So tourist trades, some retail and then just third 

sector and stuff like that. For the most part there just aren’t any opportunities. Especially if 

you’ve IT skills which all my friends have got.” 

The message that opportunities were lacking was reiterated frequently.  A secondary school teacher 

described how the town was “built around” hospitality: “You've got nothing within it, like industry, 

where you could become an engineer or something like that”.  Another careers adviser suggested that 

BAE represented the opposite end of the market – highly skilled work but “You have got to have your 

A*s”.  An older teacher explained how he had seen things change: 

                                                           
12 Department for Education (2015) Schools, Pupils and their Characteristics: ‘Cross-border movement local 
authority tables: SFR16/2015’, https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/schools-pupils-and-their-
characteristics-january-2015  

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/schools-pupils-and-their-characteristics-january-2015
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/schools-pupils-and-their-characteristics-january-2015
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“When I was at school you never questioned why you were doing anything.  It was a given 

that you were going to do this, you were going to do A levels and then you would walk into a 

job because the jobs were plentiful there.  Nowadays, of course, they know the jobs aren't 

out there even if you're a university graduate. Zero hours contract, is it the culture just in 

Blackpool or is it the general media that surrounds it all as well that says you've got zero 

contracts and it will never get any better and the jobs are fewer and far between, and so many, 

every year you get so many university places, funding being withdrawn, grants being 

withdrawn so it's only going to be there for those that can afford it”. 

Young people find limited options available: 

“My two, they’re looking to move abroad, they 

don’t see any hope for them in Blackpool… the 

whole culture that he sees in the town centre he 

finds demoralising.  One son, he's grown up in 

Blackpool but he moved away from Blackpool so 

he could get a career. He has come back to 

Blackpool to work… he got a job as a manager, 

and he's working in a shop but he's interviewing 

people that are 17 or 18 coming in to work in a 

shop and he'll ask them, ‘What do you want to 

do, you know, do you want to progress any 

further?’ and their sort of outlook is, 'Well, I've 

got a job. It's better than the rest of everybody' 

(Secondary school teaching assistant).” 

Young people we spoke to shared this view: “It is kind of difficult” one young person at the careers 

advice centre suggested, “There’s limited jobs”.  A careers adviser said the issues began early: “There's 

not enough Saturday/Sunday jobs available for them from fourteen to get a work ethic about them”.  

Work in care and childcare is available, but another careers adviser described how young people “Get 

stuck. There’s a lot of low skilled jobs out there and then a lot of seasonal jobs, a lot of zero hour 

contracts recently”.  Another careers adviser described how many people travel to work in the Fylde 

Coast, but many of the young people they worked with were ‘Blackpool-based’: 

“Manchester is one hour away for someone who is more mobile and that they have got the 

jobs to pay for that level of transport costs. Yes, it is down the road with good motorway 

access, but for a 16, 17, or 18 year old it’s not on the doorstep.” 

Several professionals cited unemployment as a key influence on local aspirations, suggesting that 

seeing parents comfortable allowed students to undervalue education: 

“You know, there's generations and generations of the same family who've been through the 

same. It's almost like learned behaviour… they have no aspirations because their parents have 

never worked, their parents have never worked and so on and so forth. So it's just a big, it's a 

cycle that's very hard to break (Primary school teacher).” 

An NHS worker reversed the causal link, arguing that: 

“There is no big manufacturers, so that means jobs can be very seasonal. So people are in and 

out of work and then they are on benefits and it is very depressing. So they go through that 

cycle where in the summer and they have got themselves a job for a few weeks and things lift. 

“My two, they’re looking to move 

abroad, they don’t see any hope 

for them in Blackpool… the whole 

culture that he sees in the town 

centre he finds demoralising” 

 

  Teaching Assistant 
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Then as soon as you go back into the winter months, there’s no work and there’s no money 

coming in and there is a lot of alcohol and drug issues here, which come down through 

families.” 

Councillor John Jones suggested that: 

“I think what we've got to do is go away from the seasonal market in Blackpool. Tourism is 

great. I think what we as a council are trying to do is make it an all-year-round attraction so 

that the seasonal bit goes out, but I think we also need to attract other business into Blackpool 

and the likes of the Enterprise Zone around the airport”. 

One professional mentioned that businesses in tourism see very little point in engaging with 

education, as a pool of unskilled workers suited their needs. 

4.4.2.3 How does Blackpool affect the experience of neighbourhood? 

Blackpool was perceived to have a lot of homelessness: “You see them most heading down to the 

South Pier and as you are heading down to the Pleasure Beach, you see quite a lot of them especially 

at night (Year 7)” and another mentioned that the homeless are often “in the arcades and quite a lot 

of people sit on the front.” A Year 5 student wished “nobody was homeless and everybody had the 

right amount of money”.  

Adults pointed to the potential ill-effects of the tourist industry on girls.  A careers adviser explained 

that she feels unhappy “About the blow up dolls on the front which, for the girls, give a really 

horrendous image.  I mean I know you get awful adverts everywhere in the country but it’s very much, 

it’s too much in your face.”  While a secondary school teacher noted that: “You’re running a nightclub 

you don’t want teenage lads in there.  Teenage girls are great: they pull in people, older males who’ll 

spend money.  There are all kinds of problems attached to that.” 

4.4.3 What other influences affect home life? 

4.4.3.1 How does a family’s work influence home life? 

There was consensus that unemployment acted as a catalyst for low expectations (See below, Section 

4.5.2).  The job market contributed in other ways, however: 

“It’s very difficult to run a hotel and a family at the same time.  Very difficult.  I’m not sure it’s 

possible because particularly obviously during the season it’s very busy and children get left 

to their own devices…and I can think of quite a few who are just left in a room to get on with 

things.” 

The peak season over the school holidays also exacerbate the number of unauthorised absences due 
to taking holiday outside these times.  Seasonal employment also contributed to pupil transience.   

 

4.4.3.2 How does a family’s movement affect schools’ influence? 

In Section 4.3.1.1.2, above, we discussed the effect of transience on relationships between the home 

and the school.  This seems to be caused by frequent movement among families in Blackpool, itself a 

reflection of the private rental market and the relations between families and the community. 

“Blackpool is a very transient area, so you have got people drifting in and drifting out. You 

have got children drifting in and out, and I suppose from my perspective is when you see 

children drifting in and out they tend to get missed in services, and the care that they get 

when they’re here can be fairly distant. Because you will end up with them saying that they 
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will only be here for a few weeks so there is no point. So there is no effort made to give them 

the care and services that they need at that time (NHS Worker).” 

In some ways this was a response to living conditions, people move from council estate to estate: 

“They just move them from one to another. So where I grew up the worst one to be on was 

Mayside. But then it became Grange Park and everyone who was dodgy on Mayside moved 

onto Grange Park and now they’ve moved on to Claremont (Careers adviser).” 

A primary headteacher described a harmful culture of movement: 

“Unfortunately there seems to be a culture of “We will stay in this part of Blackpool, we will 

fall out with our neighbours and we will move three streets away or to the other side of 

Blackpool and then the children will move schools”. Last year we had fifty eight non-routine 

admissions. It is encouraged really by the admissions code being rigorously adopted by 

Blackpool and they have not put any barriers in for this sort of transience. It is also not helped 

by the private rented sector; where the parents will trash a house, clear off and go to another 

one.”  

4.4.4 How does the state affect direct influences? 

4.4.4.1 How does the state affect home life? 

The benefits system can affect families’ pressures on young people.  For example, we were told that 

the system acts to deter young people from taking up apprenticeships, because, while families still 

receive benefits if young people attend college, if they begin an apprenticeship they lose £82 a month.  

“For some people in Blackpool [benefits are] the different between eating and not for some 

families… If they want to do an apprenticeship all them benefits stop so that’s why we found 

that it’s some parents don’t allow that to happen because they’re going to lose an allowance 

or income where the child is also not allowed to go (Careers adviser).” 

4.4.4.2 How does the state affect local services? 

Many individuals discussed the retrenchment of services and the impact they had had in reducing the 

support available.  Careers advisers particularly lamented “the cutbacks” and the result – that young 

people don’t get “specialised information”.  The service the local authority now offered was criticised 

as having be “panned by Ofsted” and “cut back to now where they have got a very threadbare service”. 
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4.5 How does the national and cultural context affect young people’s experiences? 

 

4.5.1 How do expectations affect young people? 
One underlying theme affecting young people was the question of expectations.  What did young 

people expect of themselves?  What did parents expect of them?  What did schools expect?  Whose 

influence was greatest?   

Secondary school teachers felt that education was not valued in Blackpool.  They described a “kind of 

sense that education isn’t really important is deep seated in the borough.  It’s not an accident that 

most of the high schools really struggle.”  They offered examples of the effect this has on young 

people’s expectations of themselves: 

“I had one kid, we were doing exams with Year 9 last year and one child said to me halfway 

through the exam, she stuck her hand up and said, ‘This is hard. I don't understand why we're 

doing this. No one has a job round here anyway.’" 

This, in turn, affected teachers’ perceptions of what was possible: 

“We see children for an hour a day and then the parents, you might be able to give them the 

occasional phone call and then possibly a parents' evening but I think it's down to how much 

education is valued in the area… I've had many, many a child turn round to me and say, ‘Why 

are we doing this? I don't need this. I didn't ask anyone to...’ (Secondary school teacher).” 

This quotation incorporates young people’s low expectations of themselves, parents’ low expectations 

of their children, and teachers’ feeling of powerlessness to affect either.  We do not seek to label 

Blackpool as pretty to a ‘culture of low expectations’, but variations of this statement were expressed 

frequently.  Raising expectations, whether through providing better opportunities, building 

relationships between home and school, or increasing ambition in schools themselves, seems to have 

a role to play in improving outcomes for young people in Blackpool. 

To give one more example of this issue of expectations, a secondary assistant head told us that it was 

important to her that she “Make a difference in small ways and big ways, and it can be that you get a 

child put into care”.  She went on to explain why this mattered: “you will see in that child how they 
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have reengaged back with education….  So you put that child in care, but actually what you have done 

is you have given them a whole opportunity for life in education”.  This outcome may significantly 

improve children’s lives, but it also highlights how much more needs to be done to ensure a child in 

care is able to succeed, not just survive.  

4.5.2 How do opportunities affect young people? 
Another underlying issue in Blackpool seems to be the structure of opportunities.  One careers adviser 

stated that “There’s plenty of jobs out there for people. What the shortage is of people who want to 

work”.  Another argued that: 

“There is such a wide opportunity in Blackpool for them and there is usually over a hundred 

vacancies for apprenticeships in the town.  So you have got that alongside colleges which are 

both outstanding and you have got other training providers, Prince’s Trust, charity work and 

work and even although that’s not supposed to be encouraged there is work opportunities for 

people”. 

On the other hand, the economy is dominated by tourism.  Skilled employment has always been 

limited, and the closure of factories, and the Department of Work and Pensions office in the town, has 

left people reliant on low-skilled, seasonal work in tourism.  Young people talked about how the 

opportunities “didn’t suit them” and there seemed to be a gap between what young people would 

like to do and the opportunities available.  Most of the apprenticeships are in business administration, 

childcare, and retail, another careers adviser told us. 

Moreover, young people on the Fylde Coast can struggle to access other opportunities.  While it was 

possible to commute to Manchester, it was hard to search for work there: we heard particularly about 

the financial barriers to moving for further study.  Five of the eight young people Not in Education, 

Employment or Training wanted careers which seemed harder to find in Blackpool, in painting and 

decorating, building, animal care and IT. 

4.5.3 How have cuts affected young people? 
Blackpool has seen significant funding cuts and the limits on what public and third sector organisations 

could do came up repeatedly.  Councillor John Jones complained that: 

“We haven't got a level playing field. We're being hit hard, not just by the cuts but also by in-

school funding as well. You've got to look at communities and the effects that cuts are having 

on communities… and people in London don't really understand what it's like in Blackpool… 

and that's the issue. I think we've got to, I'm inviting all sorts of ministers up to see it for 

themselves so they can get some understanding of what we face. 

We heard about the impact of these cuts on the services available to young people. 

“As soon as we got a coalition government [Connexions] went from a service of, it was about 

sixty, seventy staff, to, what are we now?  Twelve, thirteen staff?  We've lost all the advisers 

in school.  Every school used to have a targeted youth support worker. They were all pulled, 

you know, the pastoral care teams, they're pretty much non-existent because they were 

expensive teams because they're all qualified professionals (Careers adviser)”.  

One careers adviser suggested the impact this had on young people’s effort:  

“It meant Year 10 was badly behaved as there was no one to tell explain they needed to work 

hard: ‘If you don’t knuckle down you’re going to have spent an extra year of college, you’re 

going to be on a Level 1 course instead of a Level 2 when you’re academically bright enough 
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to do that.’  If those advisors had been there they just might have stood a better chance 

(Careers adviser)”. 

Additional impact was described on young people needing personalized support.  One young man 

wanted to learn painting and decorating but struggled to work in large groups.  He found an 

environment which suited him: “North Lancs training did, but unfortunately the North Lancs Training 

in Blackpool is now closed down for whatever reason and that’s why Chris has had to come back and 

revisit Connexions”.  

The overall uncertainty was summarized by a youth club worker: “It's so much harder to try and find 

opportunities and work out where to send them: ‘Is it still going? Is it not?’” 
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4.6 How would people in Blackpool change their contexts? 
We asked young people and professionals what they would change about their community, given a 

magic wand.  Four key themes emerged: a desire for more opportunity, reduced exposure to antisocial 

behaviour, a better physical environment and a joined-up approach to tackling the problems in 

Blackpool.  

4.6.1 Reduced exposure 
Children in Blackpool were astute and articulate in describing the destructive behavior which they see 

around them, notably crime, alcohol, drugs and sexual harassment. 

“Here are certain things that children probably don’t need to grow up with…  some of 

Blackpool is [nice] but other parts it is like quite rough and it is somewhere that you don’t 

want your children growing up like we did and seeing the things we did (Year 11 student).” 

Many students mentioned a desire to reduce violence and crime.  Four Year 6 pupils stated that, with 

a magic wand:  

 “I would change it to be more safe” 

“The bad people around” 

“For people to be less violent” 

“Higher security”  

Similarly, a Year 7 wished to change “When people go to the shops and buy lots of alcohol and drugs.” 

4.6.2 Physical environment 
One of the most frequently cited ‘magic wand’ suggestions was addressing litter and the fabric of the 

town. 

“It feels like they are spending money doing parts of Blackpool, like they have done a good job 

in cleaning up the town and promenade, but there is still a lot of areas of Blackpool like 

residential bits that is not maintained at all (Young person Not in Education, Employment or 

Training)” 

A Year 6 pupil said they would like: 

“To change in town there is all rubbish and nobody puts things in the bins and I would like to 

change that everybody puts stuff in the bins because it will be good for the environment… It’s 

annoying because every time I go to town, everyday it’s windy it always blows.” 

4.6.3 Prospects for work 
Young people and professionals alike wanted better prospects open to them on leaving school.  A Year 

10 student asked for: “Reassurance that there's going to be a job when we're older because it's scary.”  

Careers advisers wanted to see: “More employers taking on low ability students, young people, 

straight from school.”  An experienced secondary school teacher said that we needed to “give people 

of Blackpool a career”.  Her colleague mentioned that “You need to tap into what the areas of 

economic growth there are.  For that you need skills and were a very low skilled area”. 

4.6.4 Joined up pastoral approach 
Professionals wanted to expand the responsibility and accountability for providing pastoral support 

beyond the classroom.  Primary school teachers particularly mentioned wanting to expand the support 

young people received beyond the classroom and to work in better partnership with other agencies.  
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5. Conclusions 
Our conclusions at this stage are tentative, as we await comparison studies which will help us to 

appreciate better what aspects of Blackpool are unique and which are prevalent in deprived areas 

across the country. 

5.1 What characterises growing up in Blackpool? 
For the most part, young people seemed resolutely optimistic, held themselves to high standards, and 

aspired to do well.  Young people we met receiving careers advice were more sanguine about their 

prospects, yet remained motivated to find work and achieve success.  Most of them felt positive about 

living in Blackpool. 

Yet young people appear to face particularly acute challenges in Blackpool.  They are 

disproportionately exposed to alcohol and drug use, anti-social behaviour, and child protection risks, 

both in their neighbourhoods and among their peers.  Some are succeeding, supported and inspired 

by relatives or adults; others lack these figures. 

The opportunities available after leaving full-time education are often unattractive and unchallenging.  

Young people seem to benefit little from the tourist industry which is so important to the town’s 

economy.   

Schools are in a critical position to influence young people positively, yet they are struggling to have 

the impact for which they would hope.  Young people’s expectations and those of their teachers 

seemed disconnected.  For many young people, schools and families seem to be working against one 

another, rather than in concert. 

Schools and external agencies have attracted dedicated individuals, they have not yet received 

One external figure told us that “It feels like what London did when London did the Challenge; it is a 

place that is massively failing but with forward momentum”. 

5.2 Questions for Teach First. 
In seeking to support young people in Blackpool, Teach First should consider the following: 

Placement 

1. This year, Teach First placed participants (Teach First teachers) in Blackpool for the first time.  

To what extent should Teach First prioritise placing teachers in Blackpool? 

2. One Teach First Ambassador described Blackpool as “like London in 2003”, somewhere Teach 

First Ambassadors can have enormous impact.  How can Teach First encourage Ambassadors 

to work in Blackpool?13 

Training 

3. Teachers in Blackpool play a particularly strong pastoral role, involving high-risk child 

protection and working with a range of different agencies.  Is particular preparation required 

to prepare Teach First teachers for such extensive pastoral needs? 

4. Teachers in Blackpool must serve the needs of a large number of pupils who arrive or leave 

during the school year.  How can Teach First prepare participants to meet the needs of 

transient pupils? 

                                                           
13 Ambassadors have completed the two-year Teach First Leadership Development Programme. 
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5. Where Teach First participants are in local area training groups, this may entail a journey of 

over an hour to Manchester after school to attend evening training events.  How can Teach 

First provide high-quality, locally-based training? 

6. In some cases, it appeared that the importance of pastoral care, combined with isolation from 

national best practice, could risk low expectations.  Teach First must ensure participants hold 

their pupils to the highest standards; it is also well-placed to organise exchanges and learning 

from schools which have achieved amazing results among similarly deprived young people.   

o How can Teach First prepare participants both to promote pastoral care and to hold 

students to the highest standards? 

o Should Teach First ensure that all Blackpool participants spend part of their Second 

School Experience outside Blackpool in exceptional schools in deprived areas? 

Broader considerations 

7. Teach First provides some specific development to Ambassadors aspiring to school leadership.  

Should Teach First particularly encourage the development of ‘pastoral leaders’? 

8. There is a dearth of information available to young people about the opportunities available 

to them when they leave school.  What lessons does Teach First’s Employability Pilot offer 

for participants in Blackpool?  

9. The specific needs identified above suggest that Teach First may be better positioned to place 

participants in a specific area when their numbers are sufficient to provide specific training in 

that area.  It also suggests that specific preparation for working in a local area may be needed.  

Is a minimum number of participants required in a particular area before Teach First places 

there? 

5.3 Questions for other agencies 
10. Transience of pupils provides a particular challenge to schools in Blackpool in serving young 

people.  Could Blackpool Challenge create a strategy for addressing and supporting transient 

pupils? 

11. Young people described Blackpool as fun, older children found it boring.  What more can 

Blackpool Council and youth organisations do to provide teenagers with enjoyable, safe 

activities? 

12. Blackpool exercises a particular appeal to people who want to make a difference to young 

people’s lives.  Could schools and youth services: 

o Investigate what it is that attracts such people? 

o Work to spread this appeal to more early-career teachers and youth workers? 

o Identify ways to retain such people, while continuing to develop their skills and 

maintaining their connection to their profession more broadly? 

13. Those young people who were succeeding appeared to have strong support and role models 

through their immediate or extended family, or through contacts with other professionals.  

Could schools and services investigate how to employ behavioural insights to create support 

networks among young people? 

14. Schools describe working parents as their greatest challenge.  Extensive additional support is 

available to young people yet many still do not achieve as well as we would hope. 

o How could schools and youth services further coordinate their efforts around 

reaching families most in need of support? 

o Which measures are most effective? 

o How can effort and money be focused around these measures? 
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15. While much has been spent in Blackpool on the sea front, some areas elsewhere in the town 

are run-down and dirty; this can encourage anti-social behaviour and disdain for the town.  

What more can be done to maintain and improve the fabric and attractiveness of the town? 

16. From a very young age, children in Blackpool are exposed to behaviour which most people 

would consider inappropriate, particularly in terms of alcohol, drugs and child sexual contact.  

How can the council, police and NHS use behavioural insights to shift the bar on what is 

deemed acceptable in public and in front of children? 

5. 4 Limitations to our work 
The biggest gap of which we are conscious was that the only parents with whom we spoke were 

teachers or teaching assistants.  We will seek to amend this in our future studies. 

We are unsure about intergenerational unemployment.  We were repeatedly told by professionals 

about homes in which no one works.  Yet recent analysis has emphasised that households in which no 

adult had ever worked are “a relatively small and distinct group – only a little more than 1 percent of 

non-student households – and are unlikely to be a good indicator of the level of ‘welfare 

dependency’”;14 indeed, “most never-worked household are lone parent households and younger 

single people; there is little or no evidence of a problem of ‘intergenerational worklessness”.  

Therefore, we wonder whether people in Blackpool are genuinely different from the national picture 

(perhaps due to transience) or whether popular belief in the prevalence of intergenerational 

unemployment has taken root particularly strongly here. 

 

  

                                                           
14 Rosso, Anna, Declan Gaffney and Jonathan Portes (2015) ‘What explains the growth in ‘never-

worked’ households?’ Joseph Rowntree Foundation  
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Appendix 1: How representative is Blackpool of coastal communities? 
We selected Blackpool from a shortlist of coastal communities, but how well does Blackpool represent 

other communities.  A primary head teacher argued that “I am sure it is no different from Great 

Yarmouth, Skegness; all the coastal places”.  We are not yet sure how much the town’s features are 

unique and how much they reflect need in ‘Areas of Greatest Need’ more broadly.  This section offers 

two possible means of comparison – literature and data. 

Literature 

Ovenden-Hope and Passy’s small-scale study, ‘Coastal Academies: Changing School Cultures in 

Disadvantaged Areas in England’, conducted a few interviews in six coastal schools over the last few 

years.  The authors identified the following contextual challenges: educational isolation and a lack of 

support, problems recruiting, failing local primaries and local politics.  Institutional challenges within 

schools of teaching quality and behaviour.  The heads they studied sought to prioritise vision and 

values and, initially, to engage students, raise teaching quality, improve the data they had and build 

capacity.  Later in their work, they sought to create more independent learning for students, address 

staffing issues and recruitment and work with the community.  The study suggests that cultural change 

is key. 

The Centre for Social Justice report, ‘Turning the Tide: Social Justice in Five Seaside Towns’ is 

problematic.  It is more policy paper than study, more ideologically-driven than research and the 

method the authors took is not discussed anywhere.  It is primarily constructed from data.  This paper 

argued that seaside towns face specific problems, notably a decline in tourism and employment; 

cheap, low quality accommodation which is a ‘dumping ground’ for single parents, weak educational 

outcomes and a lack of employment opportunities.  In discussing Blackpool specifically, the report 

primarily points to ‘problem families’ attracted to Blackpool. 

Data 

 Blackpool North East 
Lincolnshire 

North 
Norfolk 

North West England 

In year moves; 
primary/secondary, 
2013-14(xiii)  

7.8%  
 
5.5% 

7.6%  
 
3.8% 

n/a 6.1% 
 
3.3% 

6.6% 
 
3.5% 

Modelled 
Unemployment (ii)  

7.8% 8.6% 4.7%   

Attainment Gap (xii) 23.3% 27.1% 34.7% 30.4% 28% 

NEET (16-18) (i) 6.5% 6.8% 1.05%  6.6% 0.74% 

Index of Multiple 
Deprivation - % of 
neighbourhoods in 
10% most deprived 
(iii) 

38.3% 31% N/A NA/ NA 

Life Expectancy M 
(vii) 

74.7 77.9 80.3 78.1 79.55 

Life Expectancy F (vii) 79.9 82.1 84.6 81.9 83.2 
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Appendix 2: Interview Questions 
Wherever possible, all interviewees were asked the questions in bold.  The questions in normal type 

were used as prompts where appropriate. 

Interview Questions – Professionals 

Introductions Introduce yourself, name, age location, job description, work you do in the local area 

  How long have you lived here?  

  What attracted you to this area? 

  

Characteristics What are the positives of the area? 

  What challenges does the area pose? 

  What initiatives are you doing to tackle X? 

  What are the biggest 3 issues facing the area?  

  If you could change anything about this area, what would it be? 

  Why did you say that? What is wrong with it now? 

  You said you went to X, what was it like? What is it like now? 

  How would you describe the job market around here? 

  What are the difficulties you or people you know face living around here? 

  What do you think about the services available? (Police/Schools/Hospitals/Local council/Support workers) 

  

  

  

The Gap How do this issues you mentioned affect young people? 

  What is it like for a young person growing up around here? Is it same/easier/worse than it was for you 

  What are the main issues young people face?  

   

   

Address the gap What initiatives are making a difference around here?  

  What are you doing to address the issues? 

  If you had a magic wand - what 3 challenges would you take away and why? 

  If you could make 3 changes to around there - what would they be and why? 
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  Why should the government/policy makers be doing - what's your advice? 

  What recommendations do you have? 

  What, ultimately, it the solution here?  

  What can teach first, a teacher training programme who also has a network/movement of ambitious and motivation people - do to tackle these issues? What's our role? 

 

Interview Questions, Young People  

 

Introductions 

Introduce yourself, name, age location -  how long have you lived here? Where did you got to 

primary/secondary school… 

  Does your family/friends live nearby? 

    

  

Characteristics  I'm not from around here - can you tell me what your area is like?  

  You said X, what does that mean? Can you explain that to me? 

  Describe your area in 5 words! 

  What's good about living around here? 

  If you could change anything about this area, what would it be? 

  Could you tell me what school was like for you? 

  How would you describe the job market/what type of jobs do people work in around here? 

  What local college like?  

    

  What do you do in your free time? Evenings/Weekends? Or What's there to do around here?  

  

What do you think about the services or opportunities available to you? (Jobcentre/ training/ 

college/Police/Schools/Hospitals/Local council/Support workers) 

  

Gaps What do you want in the future?  
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  What are your hopes/dreams for the future? 

  Who is your role model/heroes? Who do you look up to - why? 

  Who can help you achieve your dreams? 
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